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Greetings readers and Facebook followers – welcome to 
Shearing magazine number 110 (digital number nine).

Back in August, while writing the ‘Under Cover’ story I 
had the Beatles in my head. This time, I’m sorry to say, it’s 
Merle Haggard: Are we rolling down hill like a snowball 
headed for Hell/With no kind of chance for the Flag and 
the Liberty Bell. Except that, instead of the Liberty Bell, 
I have alarm bells, and plenty of them. Has New Zealand 
quietly become the Land of the Long Dark Cloud over the 
past few years? Seems a bit like it to this writer.

I realise that’s a sobering question when we should all 
be looking forward to ‘the Festive Season’ and the promise 
that a New Year always brings. But I read something the 
other day … haven’t got the exact quote in front of me: 
‘Governments used to be able to do nothing without the 
consent of the people. Now, the people can do nothing 
without the consent of the Government.’

Should that be a concern for Shearing magazine? With 
large tracts of land being sold into foreign ownership and 
thousands of hectares of good sheep country giving way 
to pine trees, I’d say plenty. With Government policies 
producing	effects	on	our	rural	population	that	are	causing	
such a ‘groundswell’ of concern, even more so.

You think it’s all about global warming and climate 
change? [See page 26 for an alternative view.] Or is New 
Zealand	 just	 firmly	 in	 the	 clutches	 of	 the	 self-appointed	
World Economic Forum and its dizzying plans for 
humanity? ‘You will own nothing and you will be happy.’ 
With digital currencies that will track your every move. 

Long ago and far way there was another leader, in 
another land. For everyone who thought him a wise man, 
there were as many who thought him a fool. He’s famous 
for a two-minute speech he wrote on the back of an 
envelope while travelling by train from the big city to the 
little country town. At Gettysburg, where 50,000 soldiers 
had	 died	 in	 three	 days	 of	 July	 1863	 while	 fighting	 for	
‘freedom’, his speech dedicated their burial ground with 
the hope that ‘Government of the people, by the people, for 
the people, shall not perish from the earth.’

There’s a brochure in my letterbox this week with a 
message from the PM: ‘New Zealand is leading the pack.’ 
Or is it ‘they’ who are leading ‘the pack’, Prime Minister? 

And has Mr Lincoln’s hope already perished from the earth?

Ka kite ano
Des Williams (editor)

Photo Credits:
Barbara Newton p6, 7, 8, 16, 17, 18, 20, 27, 35; Barry Hilliard 
p32; Brendon Potae p35; Emily Te Kapa p55; Internet p57; 
Facebook p20, 29; Marg Forde p4, 5, 29; On-line Cenotaph 
p29 Reuben Cribb p34; Robynne Murray p 9, 10, 23, 28; 
Shearing Sports NZ p25; Supplied p47, 48. All others 
Shearing magazine/Last Side Publishing Ltd.
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NZWCA Dates For Your Diary
•  If you are going to the next Wanaka A & P Show on 

10-11 March 2023, come and say hi to us! NZWCA has 
been generously gifted a stand space beside the Wool Impact 
and	Devold	 stands,	 situated	between	 the	fleece	 and	 sheep	
competition	areas.	This	will	be	a	first	for	NZWCA,	we	will	
be aiming to connect with our members; to remind everyone 
that we are an industry-good organisation, a quality assurance 
body with a strong record of advocacy for wool education and 
training; and talk to wool growers about how they can use our 
website to check if their classer is using a valid stencil or to 
join NZWCA as Farmer Classers or Associate members.

•  The 2023 NZWCA AGM/Industry Professional 
Development Day date has been set for Tuesday 9th May 
in	Christchurch.	Venue	and	further	details	will	be	confirmed	
on our website www.woolclassers.org.nz nearer the time, 
but	 format	will	be	similar	 to	 last	year:	Wool	exercises	first	
up, speakers, AGM just before lunch and more speakers and 
activities after lunch. All are welcome, no cost to members, 
non-members $25 and student rate available on enquiry

Successful NZWCA North Island Industry Day in Napier
There was lots of winning that came out of the NZWCA 
North Island Industry Day in October, but safe to say the two 
biggest winners were New Zealand wool (attendees came 
away inspired and upskilled) and a Hastings woolhandler, 
Heaven Paku. Heaven was one of 10 wool handlers (yes 10!) 
sent by boss Colin Watson-Paul of ShearingNZ Contracting 
to attend the day. 

At the end of the day all attendees names were put into 
a (wool) beanie and Heaven’s name was drawn out by 
Bremworth representative Emma Karaitiana. Heaven’s prize? 
A $1500 quality wool Bremworth rug of her choice!

The day was held at the PGGW wool store. Thanks to all the 
staff	there	and	also	to	NZ	Wool	Testing	Authority	for	the	guided	
tour of their facility and excellent speakers on the day: Derelee 
Potroz-Smith https://woolchemy.com/ ; Andy Coleman https://
woolworks.co.nz/ ; Rosie Moore https://www.pggwrightson.
co.nz/our-services/wool ; Ross McIsaac of Wool Impact Ltd  
https://www.farmersweekly.co.nz/group-has-plans-for-
wools-impact/  ; Richard Gavigan (wool tutor/wool grower; 
and Tom O’Sullivan of Campaign for Wool NZ https://www.
nzwool.co.nz/ 

NZWCA is very pleased with the resumption of ‘Q Course’ 
Grading Certificate education
Known	as	the	Q	Course	(Q	for	Quality	and	Q	is	 the	prefix	
for the NZWCA Grading stencil), two of these courses were 
held	 in	November	 after	more	 than	 a	 year	 off	due	 to	 lack	
of funding. Support from Wool Impact and several wool 
industry businesses, and strong advocacy from NZWCA and 
Southern Institute of Technology wool tutors has allowed the 
resumption of this important wool education for experienced 
wool handlers. This is a two-day block course with some online 
input before and after. Participants who pass earn 10 NZQA 
credits and are eligible to apply for NZWCA Wool Grading 
registration (Q stencil) if they wish. 

One of the courses was held in Taumarunui, historic for being 
the	first	ever	in	the	North	Island.	It	was	hosted	by	Mackintosh	
Shearing.	Attendees	came	 from	Barrowcliffe	Shearing	 (Pio	
Pio) and Mackintosh Shearing.

The South Island course, was hosted in Winton by 
McConachie Shearing who also had woolhandlers attending. 
Other woolhandlers who took part came from Te Anau 
Shearing (Andrew and Carolyn Clegg) and Spain & Smith 
(Invercargill). These courses were also supported by the New 
Zealand  Shearing Contractors Association and WOMO Life. 

If you are a contractor or experienced woolhandler and you’d 
like to know more about having a Q Course in your area once 
mainshear is done and dusted, contact Richard Gavigan ph 06 
3766599 or email richard.gavigan@sit.ac.nz 

Top: Heaven Paku (left) and Emma Karaitiana (Bremworth).
Above: Wool exercise participation at the NZWCA North 

Island Industry Day at PGGW wool store in Napier.
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The Only Solution
‘Work a bit harder’, said old Frank Kite,
When the sheep were big and the cut was tight.
 ‘Work a bit harder.
Bastards are rough no bloody doubt, 
But the only way to get ‘em cut out 
 Is: work a bit harder.’

‘Work a bit harder’, said Kruger Field, 
Be termorrer night we’ll have ‘em wheeled.
 Work a bit harder.
The more you loaf the tougher they get,
duck your head and get up a sweat.
 Work a bit harder.’

‘Work a bit harder’, said young Bing Clewes,
‘Yer hardly could call ‘em Flinders ewes.
 So work a bit harder.
The crudest creatures ever I shore, 
But bend yer back and get a few more.
 Work a bit harder.’

‘Work a bit harder’, Raveneau said,
As the sweat drops beaded his curly head.
 ‘Work a bit harder.
Stick with the murri, he’s in top gear,
And we’ll get round ‘em, never you fear.
 Work a bit harder.’

These men I knew in earlier life
Had only one solution to strife:
 Work a bit harder.
And the cure for Australia’s sad decay, 
Which becomes more evident every day, 
 Is: work a bit harder.

People with honest hearts and mind
Should be like the shearers much maligned
 And work a bit harder.
Forgetting desire for power and wealth 
Every Aussie (including myself)
 Could work a bit harder.
© Keith Garvey. From Songs of a Shearer (Hutchinson of 
Australia 1984.) 
‘Wethers’ is another of Keith Garvey’s better known works: 
I’ve shore poor ewes and daggy lambs,
Angora goats and merino rams
Gluey cross-breds as tight as clams,
And wethers ... (Stinkin’ wethers)
Keith Garvey (1922-1999) also wrote Slowly Sweats the Gun.

“A place for everything, and everything in its place.”
(Robynne Murray photo at Simon Hills) 

Above: A ute load of wool bale contamination, collected during 
just the previous six weeks, delivered a hard-hitting message 
at the NZ Wool Classers Assn North Island Industry Day in 
Napier in October. Andy Coleman, of WoolWorks (NZ’s only 
wool scouring company) chose to illustrate his speaking slot 
at the NZWCA day by loading the things found in bales that 
weren’t wool in the back of his work ute, which he parked just 
outside the door of the room being used for the Industry Day 
at the PGGW wool store in Napier. 

Contamination in wool bales is costly, and risking of New 
Zealand wool’s reputation problem in both the North and South 
Islands said Andy, however statistics collected in recent years 
proved it was much more of a problem with wool baled in the 
North Island than the South.

Andy’s summary, and plea: “All I can really say is that, in 
the wool shed only wool needs to be on the floor, all clothing 
needs to be hung up and all the rubbish is in the bin.”

As for the huge number of press bars- a note for pressers:
“If you press a bale with four bars and then there are only 

three when you press the next bale… there is one missing and 
it’s in that bale…. so, try find it in the side of the bale or just 
write on that bale press bar in here,” said Andy.
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By Doug Laing (SSNZ)
Masterton woolhandler Cushla Abraham brought both form 
and a major surprise to the Central Otago town of Alexandra 
as she won the New Zealand Merino Championships Open 
woolhandling title last month.

The dominating performance, spearheaded by exceptional 
fleece	quality	points	in	the	final,	won	her	a	place	in	the	New	
Zealand team for the post-Covid resumption of trans-Tasman 
tests in Bendigo, Victoria, on October 21. [Subsequently 
postponed	because	of	wide-spread	flooding	in	Australia.]

Cushla’s black shirt marks a unique double, emulating 
husband and shearing contracting business partner Paerata 
Abraham, who shore in the last two pre-Covid tests after 
winning the 2019 PGG Wrightson National Shearing Circuit.

It was a determined and consummate triumph from the 
33-year-old mum-of-two who had undergone weight-loss 
surgery to shed 44kg in the last year and overcome diabetes, 
issues that had started to control her life since the birth of her 
first	child	10	years	ago,	and	Cushla	was	quite	happy	to	talk	
about it.

‘It’s changed my life,’ she said the morning after the win 
as	 the	couple	prepared	 to	fly	home	 to	Masterton	 to	see	 the	
children they hadn’t seen for two months while down south 
working, mainly on merinos, for Alexandra contractors Peter 
and Elsie Lyon.  
‘I’m	fitter	now	than	I	was	when	I	was	20,’	she	said.
Thus,	Abraham	dominated	 throughout	 to	be	 top	qualifier	

among the 27 woolhandlers in the heats on Friday and repeated 
the	form	through	the	semifinals	to	Saturday’s	final,	in	which	
she beat the only three other competitors to have won the 
Shearing Sports New Zealand season’s opening major title in 
the last decade.

The runner-up was four-times winner and 2019 World teams 
champion Pagan Rimene, of Alexandra, third was 2013 winner 
Amy Ferguson, of Alexandra. Fourth was Gisborne’s four-
times winner, 2012 and 2017 world champion woolhandler Joel 
Henare, to whom she had been runner-up, while pregnant with 
her	first	child,	in	her	first	season	of	open	woolhandling	in	2012.
She	hadn’t	reached	an	Alexandra	final	since,	and	she’d	had	

just two open-class wins, at the Rangitikei Shearing Sports 
in Marton in February 2015 and at her home Wairarapa A&P 
Show at Clareville, Carterton, in October 2016. Since then 
she’d	contested	just	four	finals,	despite	being	at	almost	every	
competition, while also live-streaming events with family 
operation Shedtalk.
It	was	as	a	shearer	that	Abraham,	then	Cushla	Gordon,	first	

came to light, as winner of the Golden Shears Novice shearing 
final	 in	2008,	a	 title	also	won	by	brothers	David	 (in	2010)	
and Adam (2019), while third brother Joseph has also been a 
multiple-winner in the lower shearing grades.

New Zealand Merino Shears

Above: Cushla Abraham on her way to a stunning win in the 
New Zealand Merino Shears Open woolhandling final as the 
Shearing Sports New Zealand season kicked-off in Alexandra 
on Friday and Saturday. Photo / Barbara Newton.

 

All year round work available for experience 
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can ensure we provide a quality service to 

our clients. 

We offer good quality accommodation, 
meals and vehicles to travel to work. 

Member of NZ Shearing Contractors’ 
Association. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enquiries to Pip on  

03 693 8087 or  027 432 6932 
 

‘Don’t buy shit you don’t need, don’t hate people you 
don’t know, and most importantly, don’t spend your 
precious time on Earth consuming garbage styled as 
entertainment.’
‘I always thought death would come on the freeway, in a 
few horrifying moments, so you’d have no time to sort it 
out. ... Just being told by an unsmiling guy in a white coat 
that you’re going to be dead in four months definitely 
turns on the lights – it makes life rich and poignant.’
Terence McKenna (1946-2000) (American mystic)
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Vacancies available for clean reliable shearers and 
shedhands from January through to end of March.
We have a great working environment with meals, 
accommodation and transport provided.

For Cushla it marks the start of a chase for the ultimate goal 
this season, to win a place in the New Zealand team for the 
2023 World Championships in Scotland.

Meanwhile, Saturday at Alexandra was also a big day for 
record-breaking North Island shearer Stacey Te Huia, based in 
Central	Otago	now	for	five	years,	partly	to	realise	the	dream	
of	New	Zealand	trans-Tasman	team	selection,	which	he	finally	
achieved	as	best	Kiwi	in	the	Merino	Shears’	Open	final.

He was runner-up to Australian champion Daniel McIntyre, 
from the north-eastern New South Wales town Glen Innes and 
who reasserted the Australian dominance of New Zealand’s top 
fine	wool	merino-shearing	event	established	by	West	Australia	
gun Damien Boyle in the decade from 2010 to 2019.

Third was three-times winner Nathan Stratford and fourth 
was Leon Samuels, the Invercargill shearers with whom Te 
Huia is expected to compete in the test in Australia and in the 
return match at Golden Shears in Masterton on 4 March 2023.

About 150 competitors took part at Alexandra, more than 
20 up on last year’s 60th anniversary celebration, and Society 
president Lane McSkimming said it was noticeable that the 
championships had attracted a lot more interest from outside 
the shearing industry and from the wider community than in 
recent years.
Results: NZ Merino Shears, Alexandra, 30 Sep-1 Oct 2022: 
Shearing:
Open final (12 sheep): Daniel McIntyre (Glen Innes, NSW) 
81.01pts, 1; Stacey Te Huia (Alexandra) 90.07pts, 2; Nathan 
Stratford (Alexandra) 90.08pts, 3; Leon Samuels (Alexandra) 
90.16pts, 4; Angus Moore (Seddon) 92.26pts, 5; Paul Robertson 
(West Australia) 108.13pts, 6. 
Senior final (4 sheep): Russell Ratima (Aria) 60.80pts, 1; Mitchell 
Menzies (Ranfurly) 60.82pts, 2; Scott Cameron (Alexandra) 
62.86pts, 3; Josh Quinn (Seddon) 74.46pts, 4; Cole Wells (Tarras) 
76.99pts, 5; Kevan Stringer (Ranfurly) 90.80pts, 6.
Woolhandling:
Open: Cushla Abraham (Masterton) 122.45pts, 1; Pagan Rimene 
(Alexandra) 162.38pts, 2; Amy Ferguson (Invercargill) 192.83pts, 
3; Joel Henare (Gisborne) 228.69pts, 4.
Senior: Tamara Marshall (Waekaretu) 127.15pts, 1; Ripeka Ferris 
164.68pts, 2; Amberlee Kahukura (Mataura) 240.36pts, 3; Jess 
Toa (Ashburton) 249.7pts, 4.
Junior: Shakira Matenga (North Otago) 184.74pts, 1; Jamie 
Penfold (-) 190.72pts, 2; Emma Martin (Gore) 200.7pts, 3; Tia 
Manson Piopio) 204.8pts, 4.
Novice: Chloe Henderson 79.82pts, 1; Maia Whatarau 93.21pts, 
2; Maia Rautina 104.4pts, 3; Jodiesha Kirkpatrick 108.12pts, 4.

Shearing and woolhandling:
Trans-Tasman (three sheep): REDI-e First Nation Indigenous 
Australia (Daniel McIntyre, Dom White, Angela Wakely, Kristal 
Weatherall) 281.813pts, beat NZ Merino Shears (Angus Moore, 
Scott Cameron, Cushla Abraham, Tamara Marshall) 352.216pts.
NZ Merino Shears Teams: The Shilly Team 248.106pts, 1; Team 
Peter Lyon 281.906pts, 2; Yeah Nah 337.497pts, 3.

Above: Stacey Te Huia realised a dream by winning selection 
in the New Zealand team for the 2022-2023 trans-Tasman 
test series. Below: Tamara Marshall, senior woolhandling 
champion. Photos / Barbara Newton.
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Above right: New Zealand extends the traditional welcome by 
way of haka to the Australian Indigenous team. Other photos, 
action from the trans-Tasman test: Right descending: Angela 
Wakley and Daniel McIntyre; Angela and Dwayne Kennedy; 
the New Zealand team. Top left: Krystal Wetherall. Above left: 
Krystal and Angela. 
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Read Shearing magazine on line at www.lastsidepublishing.co.nz

VACANCIES AVAILABLE
FOR QUALITY SHEARERS AND 

WOOLHANDLERS
STARTING IN MAINSHEAR, 

NOVEMBER 2018
ALL ENQUIRIES TO JOE OR WIKI

VACANCIES AVAILABLE
FOR QUALITY SHEARERS AND 

WOOLHANDLERS

ALL ENQUIRIES TO JOE OR WIKI   
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Top: Shakira Matenga from North 
Otago, recipient of the Joanne 
Kumeroa Memorial Trophy  for 
winning the Junior woolhandling title 
at Alexandra’s New Zealand Merino 
Shears. Twenty points separated the 
four Junior finalists – not a lot when 
dealing with merino wool! Above: 
Cushla Gordon at Alexandra with the 
Gina Nathan Memorial Trophy. The 
points spread in the open final was more 
than 100 – Cushla 122.458 and Joel 
Henare (4th) 228.694.

Top: Alistair Eckhoff Esquire with the Open woolhandlers: Amy Ferguson, Pagan 
Rimene, Cushla Abraham and Joel Henare. Above: Samson Te Whata (right) with 
youth members  of the Dubbo-based Regional Enterprise Development Institute 
(REDI.E) First Nation Indigenous team from Australia: Jolie Orcher, Alley Rose 
and Duane Kennedy. The First Nation ‘senior’ team beat New Zealand (Angus 
Moore, Scott Cameron, Cushla Abraham, Tamara Marshall, see photo next page) 
by 281.813 points to 352.216.
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Things looking a bit Grey? Where to get help 
Mental Health line 1737 (open 24/7)
Lifeline (open 24/7) – 0800 543 354 (0800 LIFELINE) 
Depression Helpline (open 24/7) – 0800 111 757 
Healthline (open 24/7) – 0800 611 116 
Samaritans (open 24/7) – 0800 726 666 
Suicide Crisis Helpline (open 24/7) – 0508 828 865 (0508 
TAUTOKO). This is a service for people who may be 
thinking about suicide, or those who are concerned about 
family or friends. 
Youthline (open 24/7) – 0800 376 633. You can also text 
234 for free between 8am and midnight, or email talk@
youthline.co.nz 
0800 WHATSUP children’s helpline – phone 0800 9428 
787 between 1pm and 10pm on weekdays and from 3pm 
to 10pm on weekends. Online chat is available from 7pm 
to 10pm every day at www.whatsup.co.nz. 
Kidsline (open 24/7) – 0800 543 754. This service is for 
children aged 5 to 18. Those who ring between 4pm and 
9pm on weekdays will speak to a Kidsline buddy. These 
are specially trained teenage telephone counsellors. 
Your local Rural Support Trust – 0800 787 254 (0800 
RURAL HELP) 
Alcohol Drug Helpline (open 24/7) – 0800 787 797. You 
can also text 8691 for free. 

For further information, contact the Mental Health 
Foundation’s free Resource and Information Service 

(09 623 4812). 

Are you a good Bugger? Want to work with 
great people? In a team with a great culture?

Drug Testing, Employment Agreements, 
Excellent Accommodation, Great rates!

Employing Staff for Mainshear now!

Phone Shane
03 322 8462 or 027 222 0770

Top: New Zealand (Scott Cameron, Angus Moore, Tamara 
Marshall and Cushla Abraham): cool, calm and hoping to 
collect against Australia’s First Nation Indigenous team at 
Alexandra. (Two out of three ain’t bad ...). Above: We are here 
for the fun, who cares about winning? Senior woolhandling 
finalists, Amberlee Kahukura, Ripeka Ferris, Jess Toa and 
Tamara Marshall.

Fighting Crime
I have a suggestion that I think would help fight 
serious crime. Signs. There are lots of signs for minor 
infractions:	‘No	Smoking’,	Stay	off	the	Grass’,	‘Keep	
Out’ and they seem to work fairly well. I think we 
should also have signs for major crimes: ‘Murder 
Strictly Prohibited’, ‘No Raping People’, ‘Thank you 
for not Kidnapping Anyone’. It’s certainly worth a try. 
I’m convinced Watergate would never have happened 
if	there	had	just	been	a	sign	in	the	Oval	Office	that	said,	
‘Malfeasance	of	Office	 is	Strictly	Against	 the	Law’,	
or ‘Thank You for not Undermining the Constitution’. 
(George Carlin, comedian.)



New Zealand Certificate in Wool
Technology & Classing (Level 4)

People working in the following wool industry sectors can all benefit from
this NZQA approved qualification: 

Wool Handling
Wool Classing
Shearing Contracting
Farming
Wool Brokering
Wool Buying

Wool Exporting
Wool Scouring
Wool Processing
Meat Processing
Wool Testing
Wool Marketing

The New Zealand Certificate in Wool Technology and Classing is a two-
year, part-time, distance learning programme for people interested in the
production, preparation, and processing of wool. You can study online at
home and attend a one-week block course. Once you have successfully
completed the Certificate you will be offered automatic entry into the New
Zealand Wool Classers Association.

"New Zealand wool is making a comeback, and our industry needs more people who have the
training and qualifications to back their passion and proven practical skills. There are lots of
opportunities out there, and this course is a must for anyone wanting to further their career
in wool."  - Marg Forde, Registrar, New Zealand Wool Classers Association

Apply online to start the course in Feb 2023
sit.ac.nz/Courses/Agriculture-Horticulture

Enquiries:
Laurie Boniface | 027 433 8925 |0800 200 009 | laurie.boniface@sit.ac.nz
Richard Gavigan | 027 376 0005 | 06 376 6599 | richard.gavigan@sit.ac.nz
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First wool clip grading course
By Des Williams
The first-ever Wool Clip Grading Course in the North 
Island was held at the headquarters of Mackintosh Shearing, 
Taumarunui, on 14-15 November 2022. Run by Richard 
Gavigan and Carmen Smith on behalf of Telford, the course 
attracted seven participants, all of whom have some years of 
experience in the wool harvesting industry.
‘The	course	 is	offered	by	Telford,	which	 is	 a	part	of	 the	

Southern Institute of Technology and which has just become 
part of Te Pukenga, which will look after all the polytechs in 
New Zealand, Richard Gavigan explains. ‘And we are really 
only able to run the course thanks to funding supplied by Wool 
Impact Ltd and organised by Ross McIsaac from the Wool 
Impact leadership team. We will be running a similar course 
later this month down at Winton, Southland, working with 
shearing contractor, Jamie McConachie.
‘This	is	a	relatively	new	qualification	and	while	we	have	up	

to now been calling the course ‘Wool Clip Grading’, we want 
it to become known as the ‘Q-course’ (‘Q for Quality’) and 
trainees will receive a Q-stencil once they have completed the 
course	and	been	signed	off	by	the	New	Zealand	Woolclassers	
Association (NZWCA).
And	while	 it	 could	perhaps	be	 seen	by	 trainees	as	a	first	

step toward becoming a woolclasser, and the programme is 
endorsed by the NZWCA, Richard stresses that there is no 
classing at all included in the programme. ‘It is strictly wool 
grading according to the ‘LCC’ formula – ‘Length, Colour and 
Contamination.’
‘Grading	is	defined	as	seeking	to	make	one	satisfactory	sale	

line	of	wool	by	removing	those	fleeces	that	differ	appreciably	
from the bulk of the wool. The system is particularly suited to 
clips	where	the	fineness	and	length	ranges	are	not	excessive	
and where the end use of the wool does not warrant it being 
split into more than one main line.’

Richard Gavigan says wool clip grading is being used 
increasingly with crossbred and mid-micron hogget clips. 

Top: Richard Gavigan discussing ‘length, colour and contam-
ination’ assessments in relation to the various wool clip samples 
provided for Wool Clip Grading course participants. Above: 
Carmen Smith (guest tutor from WOMOlife) summarising how 
the various clips may be described in writing on the wool bales 
– the duty of the qualified Wool Clip Grader in the woolshed.

‘Grading requires skill and continued attention to be at its best. 
In the shed the grader should be working on the the table and 
supervising the skirting and wool preparation work generally.

‘It is all about maximising the net wool return to the farmer, 
and providing the wool buyer and the manufacturer with wool 
that	they	can	handle	confidently,	knowing	that	it	is	uniform	
and	meets	the	standards	required	for	efficient	processing	into	
quality products.’

The two-day programme included sessions on the roles and 
responsibilities of certifed wool graders; a presentation by 
Marg	Forde,	NZWCA	Registrar;	a	discussion	about	different	
sheep breeds, a wool shed visit and a session on Tahi Ngatahi.

Course participants are provided with a 95-page Study Guide 
with chapters on wool trading, the Wool Scouring industry, an 
introduction to the main sheep breeds and wool types in New 
Zealand and shearing shed procedures. (See next page.)
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Every year New Zealand Shearing Contractors Association 
members shear 70% of the nation’s flock, employing 3,200 
workers. We give them tools that strengthen their business 
and streamline their paperwork.
Employment — industry-approved employment contract; 
recommended pay rates, Employers & Manufacturers Assoc. 
(EMA) membership; work visa application support.
Insurance — AON coverage included in NZSCA membership 
fee. Covers Public Liability, Employers & Statutory Liability, 
Punitive & Exemplary, Directors & Officers. 
Health and safety — workbook compliant with the Health 
& Safety at Work Act 2015. Access to Tahi Ngātahi online 
learning platform.

Join NZSCA

President: Mark Barrowcliffe 027 554 4433
Executive Officer: Phil Holden 027 467 1670
Secretary: Suzanne Kennedy 027 551 1500

E: contactus@nzshearing.co.nz

Find out more: www.nzshearing.co.nz

Strengthen Your Business 

Above: Wool Clip Grading Course participants, from left: Keryn Herbert, Az 
Paku, Sasha Burton, Sheena Maru, Sonya Fagan, Carmen Smith (tutor), Tia 
Manson, Richard Gavigan (tutor) and Paige Cribb. Venue, Mackintosh Shearing 
HQ, Taumarunui. Left descending: Sheena Maru; Sonya Fagan and Tia Manson;  
Tia Manson.
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Proud to support N.Z. Shearing Magazine

We require staff July-October and January-May
Accommodation, travel and meals provided

Good attitude towards work and our clients essential
Reliable work and weather patterns in Central Otago

Employment Agreement based on NZSCA
Work under NZSCA ‘SHEARNZ’ programme

All enquiries welcomed. Contact Peter or Elsie
Tel 03 448 6378 Fax 03 448 9201

Email: elsie@peterlyonshearing.co.nz

Drunk Driver

Don’t let this be you!

Short Story by Tony Mathews
Hamish McNulty, aka ‘Chipper’, was 
pedantic, pious, and about as dour as any 
descendant of Scottish Presbyterianism 
could possibly be. Locals said he got his 
moniker ‘Chipper’ because that’s exactly 
what he wasn’t, although shearers 
reckoned he was called Chipper because 
no one, but no one, ever shore there 
without getting chipped.

In fact, one shearer was overheard to 
remark, ‘If Jesus had taken up shearing 
instead of shepherding, Chipper would 
have found fault with his work as well.’

Chipper used a short stick to point out 
the smallest perceived fault, resulting in 
a local shearers avoiding his shed like 
the plague, so Chipper relied on the 
National Mortgage stock agents snaring 
some unsuspecting North Islanders. Two 
such men, ‘Jocko’ and ‘Pete’, arrived to 
find	the	shed	stacked	to	the	rafters	with	
bags of grain.
Shuffling	sideways	through	a	narrow	

passageway to reach the board, Pete 
casually asked, ‘What’s in those sacks?’ 
‘Wheat’, replied Chipper, adding ‘Walter 
Nash said grow wheat so we grew wheat 
and there it is, it’s not milling quality so 
there’s no market for it.’

Things only got worse when they 
saw one of the stands was a slow 
running Kiwi while the other, a much 
better Lister. ‘Toss you for the Lister,’ 
suggested Pete. ‘Nah,’ replied Jocko, 
‘How about we do half day about and 
stay	 friends!	You’d	never	find	a	 fairer	
bloke than Jocko.

If they thought the Kiwi plant was a 

Driven to drink below 45 South
problem, it was to be the least of their 
worries. ‘How the hell are they going to 
handle the wool?’ observe Pete. ‘Not our 
worry mate,’ answered Jacko, ‘as long as 
they get it out of our way.’

Chipper appeared again, carrying an 
evil-smelling bucket of sheep dip in one 
hand,	and	two	chaff	sacks	along	with	bag	
needles and seaming twine in the other.

‘I won’t allow shearers to bring lice 
onto the property,’ announced Chipper, 
‘so I require you to make yourselves 
a fresh pair of moccasins from these 
materials provided and to plunge your 
hand pieces into this bucket of dip.’

Momentarily stunned, Joko and Pete 
stared into the milky liquid, unwilling 
to put their hands in it let alone their 
precious handpieces. ‘I’m not putting my 
hand piece in that,’ declared Pete. ‘Don’t 
you know water is bad for precision 
machinery?’	he	added	defiantly.

‘I’m afraid you’ll have to,’ continued 
Chipper. ‘I’ve had shearers bring lice 
onto the place once and I’m darned if 
I’m going to let it happen again. The wife 
and	I	spent	weeks	pulling	wool	off	the	
fences, to say nothing of what the poor 
sheep endured.’

Meanwhile, the more level-headed 
Jocko had looked into the pens and noted 
the sheep were a well-conditioned, open 
wool line so he drew the rebellious Pete 
aside, saying quietly, ‘Look Pete, we’ve 
come	a	 long	way	 to	find	work	 there’s	
only nine hundred and they look pretty 
good shearing so we should be outta here 
by afternoon smoko tomorrow, it’ll only 
take 20 minutes to make new mocs that 

won’t go amiss and I guess one quick 
swim for our handpieces shouldn’t do 
any lasting harm.’ 

‘Besides,’ added Jocko, ‘if we walk out 
without even starting it’s fair to say we 
won’t get any more sheds jacked up for 
us by the National Mortgage.’

Finally, Pete saw reason, but it would 
not be long before Jocko regretted 
his level-headedness. No sooner had 
they started than the chips came thick 
and fast. ‘Get those fribs,’ demanded 
Chipper, pointing his stick, ‘and take all 
the	tags	off.’

‘Haven’t you blokes down here heard 
of a dagging plant?’ sneered Pete. ‘The 
day I have to dag sheep for shearers is the 
day I give up farming,’ declared Chipper.

Years later, when dagging became 
mandatory, I heard Chipper was true to 
his word and that he did indeed give up 
farming, though he was ready to retire 
anyway. 

In fairness to Chipper and other 
southern farmers, they were paying two 
quid (£2) above northern rates and many 
shearers were doing just as many in eight 
hours on strong wool as they managed in 
nine hours in the north, regardless of the 
dags. In reality, the northern men didn’t 
have much to complain about, rather it 
was the initial shock of the conditions 
that phased them.

Getting to grips with the new reality 
kept Jocko and Pete from immediate 
meltdown but the lid on the simmering 
pot was starting to bounce, coming to 
the boil.

(To page 15)

mailto:elsie@peterlyonshearing.co.nz
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Lunchtime provided the circumstance for the showdown 
when Hamish chipped Jocko for his lack of manners and 
starting to eat before Hamish said ‘grace’. Now as stated, Jocko 
was a very fair-minded man, calm and slow to anger so he took 
the criticism on the chin like the man he was and apologised 
profusely, but it rankled him.

‘Bugger him,’ said Pete as they walked back to the shed, 
‘let’s crank up the pace and wool them up, he’ll be too busy 
to stand over us with his bloody stick.’

In no time things got frantic, the children picking up were 
having	difficulty	getting	past	 each	other	 taking	 the	fleeces	
away through the narrow alley way between the mountain 
of bagged up wheat. ‘Sheep-O’, shouted Jacko and Pete with 
increasing frequency. 

The mob Chipper had expected to last all day wasn’t going 
to -  more sheep were required and Chipper was rapidly losing 
his rag, so much so that when his wife came down to help shed 
up it was not Jacko or Pete that lost it.

The boys didn’t exactly see what Chipper’s wife did to raise 
his ire but he exploded into a torrid string of foul abuse, calling 
his wife for all the most stupid female dogs imaginable.

This was too much for Jacko, still smarting from being ticked 
off	at	lunchtime.	He	threw	his	half-shorn	sheep	back	in	the	
pen, vaulted a couple of rails and gave Chipper what Saddam 
would term the mother of all chips.

‘You,’ shouted Jacko, ‘you had the audacity to chip me for not 
waiting for you to say grace, acting all religious like and now 
here you are abusing your missus who’s been decent enough to 
come and help you and the foulest language I’ve heard a man 
utter. Language not even a trooper would use. Call yourself 
a Christian? You’ve got some thinking to do mate, are you 
a Christian or are you not because you can’t be both. At the 
moment you’re nothing but a two-faced, bad-tempered bully!’ 

With that, Jocko returned to work, leaving an opened-mouth 

Chipper tossing up whether to put Jocko and Pete down the 
road or face the wrath of his wife if he did. Like Jocko before 
him, he swallowed his pride but equally, didn’t like it.

The atmosphere couldn’t have been more frosty in July than 
it was that January in Chipper’s shed. Lunch and smokers were 
eaten in silence, the good thing being Chipper kept well clear 
of the actual board.

When they cut out, all Chipper could bring himself to grunt 
was,	‘Pick	your	cheques	up	from	the	firm	in	Gore.	I’ll	phone	
the tallies through.’

On the way back to their cabin at the campground Jacko and 
Pete called at the nearest pub where George the barman could 
pick	a	shearer	a	mile	off,	and	by	way	of	conversation	asked,	
‘Where you boys been shearing?’ 

‘Hamish McNulty’s,’ replied Jacko, proferring a ten-bob note 
for the couple of eight-ounce beers they ordered. 

‘Save that for your second beers,’ laughed George, these two 
are on the house, you’ve earned them for surviving sharing 
for Chipper. 

‘Chipper,’ exclaimed Jacko and Pete in unison and that’s 
when they heard all about Chipper and his reputation.

‘Well,’ said George thoughtfully, ‘every job has its share of 
odd balls, God knows I have to stand here and listen to blokes 
going on about what they (used) to do. At least you chaps will 
be in a new place and see a new face tomorrow!’ 

‘Yeah, you’re right,’ agreed Pete. ‘As long as one of those 
faces in our future is not Hamish McNulty’s!’

* * * * * * 
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Woolhandling double 
for Henare at Waimate

(By Doug Laing SSNZ)
Master woolhandler Joel Henare has decided 
against chasing a place in another world 
championships this season. but he’s still in 
winning	form	with	victories	in	both	finals	at	
the Waimate Spring Shears last month.
Henare	won	the	Shears	Open	final	(merino	

fleeces)	on	Friday	and	on	Saturday	the	final	
of a crossbred event run primarily as the 
first	leg	of	the	Wools	of	New	Zealand	world	championships	
woolhandling New Zealand team selection series he won’t 
otherwise be contesting.

He was ‘out of practice’, he reckoned, and it required an 
extra	effort	to	make	sure	he	was	on	point	after	a	fourth	place	
defending the New Zealand Merino Shears title in Alexandra 
a week earlier. ‘It feels great to be back on top,’ he said. ‘But 
whether I do any more comps this year…? Maybe. You never 
know when I’ll turn up.’

It’s about priorities for Henare, from Gisborne but solo-
dadding in Motueka with sons aged nine, eight, and seven, and 
he won’t this year be doing anything about trying to add to his 
world championships individual and pairs double triumphs he 
scored at Masterton in 2012 and Invercargill in 2017. 
Henare	won	the	Waimate	Open	final	for	a	sixth	time	and	

with	the	two	successes	has	now	won	125	finals	in	an	open-
class woolhandling career now in its 17th season and which 
he started at the age of 14.

The runner-up was Monica Potae, of Kennedy Bay. Cushla 
Abraham, of Masterton, backed-up for third after winning the 
opening competition of the season at Alexandra the previous 
weekend,	 and	Elite	Wool	 Industry	Training	office	manager	
Kelly Macdonald was fourth.

Henare headed the 22 in the heats and tailed Potae in the 
semi-finals	but	excelled	with	his	board	job	in	the	final	with	
a	33pts	buffer	which	overshadowed	Potae’s	 superior	 time,	
oddment	and	fleece	points.
Mataura	woolhandler	Krome	Elers,	won	the	Senior	final,	his	

second win in the grade since graduating after three wins as a 
Junior	in	early	2019.	Just	seventh	of	eight	qualifiers	from	the	
heats,	which	attracted	12	competitors,	he	topped	the	semi-finals	
and	produced	the	best	fleece	quality	points	to	claim	the	win,	

with	first-year	senior	Jess	Toa,	of	Ashburton,	
the runner-up and third place going to 
Alexandra winner Tamara Marshall, of Port 
Waikato locality, Waikaretu. The Junior 
final	was	won	by	Tia	Manson,	daughter	of	
Monica Potae.
It was also a big weekend for the shearers, 
with two Open titles shared. Scots 
international and Southern Hawke’s Bay 
farmer Gavin Mutch won the Waimate 
Spring	Shears	open	final,	the	heats	of	which	
was the second round of the PGG Wrightson 

Vetmed National Shearing Circuit, and Invercargill gun Nathan 
Stratford won the New Zealand winter comb championship.

The Senior shears title went to Ranfurly shearer Mitchell 
Menzies, who was runner-up to Scott Cameron, of Alexandra, 
in	the	senior	winter	comb	final.

Results: Waimate Spring Shears 
7-8 October 2022.

Shearing:
Open final (16 sheep): Gavin Mutch (Scotland/Dannevirke) 
55.889pts, 1; Angus Moore (Seddon) 55.95pts, 2; Leon 
Samuels (Invercargill) 56.28pts, 3; Nathan Stratford 
(Invercargill) 59.93pts, 4; Ant Frew (Pleasant Point) 60.98pts, 
5; Troy Pyper (Cheviot) 63.33pts, 6.
Open Novice (10 sheep): Duncan Leslie (Alexandra) 44.05pts, 
1; Jordan Boyes (Owaka) 46.72pts, 2; Lionel Taumata (Gore) 
46.75pts, 3; Willy McSkimming (Oamaru) 47.08pts, 4; Toko 
Hapuka (Methven) 48.55pts, 5; Corey Smith (Waimate) 
64.66pts, 6. 
Senior final (8 sheep): Mitchell Menzies (Ranfurly) 42.92pts, 
1; Adam Gordon (Masterton) 43.29pts, 2; Blake Crooks 
(Rangiora) 44.73pts, 3; Joseph Gordon (Masterton) 46.90pts, 
4; Reuben King (Kaiapoi) 47.41pts, 5; Scott Cameron 
(Alexandra) 47.53pts, 6. 
Intermediate final (5 sheep): Josh Devane (Taihape) 
31.67pts, 1; Will Sinclair (Balclutha) 34.41pts, 2; Jordan 
White (Balclutha) 36.18pts, 3; Aidan Tarrant (Taumarunui) 
37.18pts, 4; Ruby Stone (Waimate) 38.63pts, 5; Jack Pringle 
(Balclutha) 41.04pts, 6.
Junior final (3 sheep): Emma Martin (Gore) 30.60pts, 1; Lydia 

Above: Waimate open woolhandlers: Joel Henare, Monica 
Potae, Cushla Abraham and Kelly Macdonald.

Needing shearers and shed staff for 
Main Shear, December, January 

to the end of March.
Western Southland

Accommodation available
Phone Simon or Julie on above numbers
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MID/SOUTH CANTERBURY

Requires quality shearers and woolhandlers for 
permanent or seasonal work. Good rates offered, 

must be drug free.

Phone Tony 027 693 3010

Thomson (Rangiora) 37.95pts, 2; Donnie 
Stringer (Ranfurly) 39.11pts, 3; Robin Krause 
(Germany) 40.84pts, 4; Connor Wilkinson 
(Wyndham)  41.65pts, 5; Caleb Brooking 
(Mataura) 41.86pts, 6.
Novice final (1 sheep): Jordan Ruki 17.26pts, 
1; Cody Waihape (Mataura) 18.48pts, 2; 
Reuben Wilkinson 19.17pts, 3; Hoani Wipeka 
5min 29.55pts, 4; Holly Whakaraa 31.65pts, 
5; Tracey Paton (Timaru) 39.00pts, 6.
Blades final (5 sheep): Tony Dobbs (Fairlie) 
53.48pts, 1; Scott McKay (Clarence) 
56.87pts, 2; Allan Oldfield (Geraldine) 8.64pts, 3; Mike 
McConnell (Albury) 4; Tim Hogg (Rolleston) 61.01pts, 5; 
Phil	Oldfield	(Geraldine)	64.53pts,	6.
Women (5 sheep): Sacha Bond (Piopio) 38.18pts, 1; Emma 
Martin (Gore) 39.23pts, 2; Savvy Taitoko (Aria) 42.02pts, 3; 
Cushla Abraham (Masterton) 43.40pts, 4; Lydia Thomson 
(Rangiora) 45.43pts, 5; Foonie Waihape (Alexandra) 47.25pts, 6. 
Winter Comb shearing championship:
Open final (7 sheep): Nathan Stratford (Invercargill) 61.52pts, 
1; Stacey Te Huia (Alexandra) 65.11pts, 2; Angus Moore 
(Seddon) 65.24pts, 3; Ringakaha Paewai (Gore) 65.39pts, 
4; Grant Smith (Rakaia) 63.30pts, 5; Jack Fagan (Te Kuiti) 

76.83pts, 6.
Senior final (4 sheep): Scott Cameron 
(Alexandra) 63.10pts, 1; Mitchell Menzies 
(Ranfurly) 64.36pts, 2; Adam Gordon 
(Masterton) 78.39pts, 3; Josh Quinn (Seddon) 
78.82pts, 4; Kevahan Bodan (Ranfurly) 
81.78pts, 5; Andrew Booth (Waimate) 
88.22pts, 6.  
Woolhandling:
Open final: Joel Henare (Motueka) 132.63pts, 
1; Monica Potae (Kennedy Bay) 147pts, 2; 

Cushla Abraham (Masterton) 166.26pts, 3; Kelly MacDonald 
(Domett) 167.56pts, 4.  
Senior final: Krome Elers (Mataura) 136.03pts, 1; Jess Toa 
(Ashburton) 159.16pts, 2; Tamara Marshall (Waikaretu) 
162.53pts, 3; Sarah Davis (Rerewhakaaitu) 195.14pts, 4.
Junior final: Tia Manson (Piopio) 162.81pts, 1; Lachlan Ford 
(Australia) 169.01pts, 2; Tre Sciascia (Gore) 181.31pts, 3; 
Tracey Paton (Timaru) 216.98pts, 4.  
Crossbred Open final: Joel Henare (Motueka) 70.08pts, 1; 
Candy Hiri (Mataura) 95.63pts, 2; Amy Ferguson (Alexandra) 
109.45pts, 3; Ratapu Moore (Seddon) 129.55pts, 4.
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Above: Grant Smith, shearing his way into fifth place in 
the Waimate winter comb contest. Opposite: Monica Potae, 
placed second in the Waimate open woolhandling
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Top left: Open shearing  f inalists 
at the New Zealand Spring Shears, 
Waimate, last month. From left: Gavin 
Mutch, Angus Moore, Leon Samuels, 
Nathan Stratford, Ant Frew and Troy 
Pyper. Middle left: Kevhan Stringer 
competing in the senior shearing. 
Bottom left: Jess Toa at Waimate.

Socks and undies again?
Nah, buy a book!

Email shearingmag@xtra.co.nz
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By Jills Angus Burney
It goes without saying that little is achieved by solely wagging 
one’s	finger	at	a	group	of	blokes.	This	is	particularly	so	in	the	
shearing industry. Mine wasn’t the most successful strategy in 
trying to achieve change. Especially when that change is about 
violence in the shearing industry. 

No amount of cajoling the National Committee into taking an 
open	and	public	stance	condemning	violence	on	three	officials	
by two competitors worked. Not from me and not from one of 
the victims. Granted, I may have been the loudest voice, but 
I am not alone in trying to have the right calls made on the 
undercurrent of violence in todays’ shearing industry. 

In my comment from August 2022 Shearing issue, I reported 
a view expressed at the North Island meeting in May, that the 
Waimarino Shears’ recent Sport NZ funding could have been 
at risk from a lack of compliance by SSNZ. Waimarino advise 
that was an incorrect reporting. Firstly, Brendan Morgan on 
behalf of Waimarino says their funds were indirectly from Sport 
NZ, so weren’t from the Te Aho A Ihi Aotearoa programme.  
I	 acknowledge	 compliance	 for	 their	 funds	 is	 not	 affected	
by SSNZ’s position. However, according to Sports NZ, the 
question of SSNZ access to the High-Performance programme 
remains unknown while Sports NZ is revamping their funding 
processes. 

The North Island Minutes (May 2022) actually say there was 
a wide range of comments and a mixture of feelings expressed 
on the transparency of actions taken by the Committees 
involved at the time. The Minutes note that incidents like this 
influence	the	whole	industry,	and	that	Committees	need	to	be	
communicated with (where a statement from SSNZ would 
have	been	beneficial	outlining	SSNZ’s	National	Committee	
stance). The call was made that SSNZ needs a process going 
forward and to develop policy. Reference was made to Sport 
NZ involvement and that SSNZ take on board the services 
Sport	NZ	offers	 and	 tap	 into	 their	 resources.	The	Minutes	
record that there was potential from (competitor violence) to 
affect	other	Sport	NZ	sponsorship.	From	a	sports	administration	
perspective, the minutes record that the issue is ‘About the 
perception of how these situations are handled and for those 
looking in from the outside this has not been a good look’.

The recommendations from the North Island meeting were 
that the Waimate incident be raised at the SSNZ National 
Meeting and that National Council be strongly urged to 
formulate a procedure going forward. There was a recognition 
of the impact of competitor behaviour on the one hand, and 
work to be done in SSNZ governance and constitutional reform 
– updating processes on the other.

To paraphrase the position of SSNZ, after their annual 
general meeting in August 2022, they will not sanction 
competitors if the misconduct is not at the venue of the event, 
but they appear to have passed on to individual events the 
necessary authority to sanction competitors such as the two 
shearers convicted in May 2022.

It is not without irony that the 2022 SSNZ Competition 
Directory, arbiter of the sports rules and procedures, does have 
a written complaints policy, but only for sanctioning judges! 
It is a full page of lengthy processes for making complaints 
against judges and sorting out judging disputes. This has been 
incorporated in the rule book in that format since at least the 

2019/2020 season. It’s a great process, if checking out a judge’s 
integrity is the only issue. But it should apply to both sides of 
the competition board, and shouldn’t be too hard for SSNZ to 
remit the same process to apply for competitors.

At publication, three national competitions have each placed 
sanctions on Ethan Pankhurst. The Waimate Spring Shears 
say they banned both Pankhurst and Alec Clapham from their 
October 2022 event. But what of gratuitous violence or other 
misconduct by a competitor after an event at say, an after-party? 
If SSNZ say that is just the venues or pub’s problem, are we 
not still passing the buck?

As the North Island committee noted, it is not a situation 
that’s going to go away. After the NZ Merino Shears last 
month,	two	ranked	competitors	were	spotted	‘fighting’	in	the	
pub. The alleged participants describe their behaviour as ‘play’. 
However,	is	this	kind	of	play	under	the	influence	of	alcohol	a	
safe image for shearing regardless of the venue? 

In the age of social media should SSNZ draw the line at rough 
and tumble drunken horseplay, that an observant audience 
might not see as play. Do individual events draw a line under ill-
behaviour, whether you call that banter, sledging and horseplay, 
for no other reason, but simply because your banter, horseplay 
and violence are trampling on our industry mana.

Is there really any doubt in a modern age that un-self-
regulated poor behaviour and violence is inconsistent with 
being	elite	competitors?	As	one	shearing	event	official	has	said,	
elite competitors are in an ambassador role, notwithstanding an 
image	created	for	our	ever	so	hard-to-find	sponsors.	

Wagging the finger ...
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Above: Justin Wilson (right), chairman of the Otago Merino 
Association (OMA), presents Daniel Falcone (Business 
Development Manager for the Child Cancer Foundation)with 
a cheque for $40,000 at the OMA Excellence Awards held at 
the Skyline, Queenstown in June 2022.

The money comprised proceeds from the previous year’s 
auctions	of	goods	and	fine	wool	images	(tops	in	competitio),		
donations and sale of merino beanies in the past year. 

In conjunction with the awards the OMA conduct’s a Child 
Cancer Fleece donation and competition, where growers 
donate	 a	 fleece	 or	 two,	 selected	 by	 the	 growers/classers.	
The wool is then sold. For the past few years this has been 
bought	for	a	premium	by	the	Japanese	firm	NIKKE	Group	
who,	among	other	things,	manufacture	beautiful	fine	wool	
fashion clothing for men and woman.

The wool purchased two years ago was processed by 
NIKKE and made into merino beanies, whiich were then on 
sold	to	New	Zealand	fine	wool	growers,	and	supporters.	All	
profits	from	the		sales	went	to	the	Child	Cancer	Foundation.

The OMA has had a long standing relationship with the 
Foundation and has raised nearly $400,000 for the charity 
over the years.

At this years Awards Dinner $15,342 was raised at the 
auction, and this along with any other further beanie sales 
will be donated at next year’s function. (Barbara Newton)

MAHONY SHEARING
NAPIER

TEL 06 835 9571 or 021 423 886 (Brendan)
Email: b.j.mahony@xtra.co.nz

Permanent positions for quality shearers and shedhands

Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association

It’s looking like another record year for records: Three down 
and several still to come. Top: Floyde Neil extended Aidan 
Copp’s 8-hour crossbred lambs tally by three on 12 November 
2022. Middle: Koen Black added 34 merino lambs to brother 
Dwayne Black’s 20-year-old merino lambs tally at Tandara 
Traders, Kilikup (WA) on 27 October 2022. Pictured: Dwayne 
(left) with Koen and their father, ‘the Guru’ Peter Black. 
Above: Brothers Lou and Jim Brown and their cousin, Imran 
Sullivan erased another 20-year-old record from the books 
by shearing 1603 merino lambs in eight hours at Cranbrook, 
Western Australia, on 5 November 2022. The previous mark 
of 1208 was set by South Africans Ken Norman, Patrick 
Malgase and Charles August in February 2003.

mailto:b.j.mahony@xtra.co.nz
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Above: We texted to ask for names – hopefully someone is 
texting us back with the information ...

Above: Willie Horner of Horner Shearing has just been 
named British Shearing Personality of the Year. Seen above  
with David John (Global Sales Support manager for Lister, 
right) and Gareth Kelly (Chairman BISCA), Willie’s family 
business was established in the village of West Bradford, 
Lancashire in 1989. Providing a wide-ranging service to 
the shearing industry, Willie and his team even distributed 
New Zealand’s Shearing magazine when it was published 
in printed form. Congratulations Mr Horner, well deserved.
(Photo from Facebook post.)

Diddy Who?
Back in the days of Pounds, Shillings and Pence, before Grain 
Silos, PAYE, LPG or GST and long, long before cell phones 
enabled instant communication, northern shearers seeking 
after-Christmas	work	in	the	South	went	to	stock	firms	who	put	
them in touch with clients needing shearers.
In	order	to	dodge	tax,	most	shearers	used	a	different	name	at	

every	shed,	although	they	gave	their	correct	name	to	the	firm	
as their forwarding address.

I recall this tax avoidance by shearers and other itinerant 
workers was a major driver in the government introducing 
PAYE in 1957. One smoko, a stock agent called to check on 
progress at a shed in which he’d placed three northern lads. As 
he turned to leave, almost in passing, he asked, ‘Any of you 
guys happen to be Diddy Sowry?

The shearers exchanged furtive glances then said, ‘Nah sorry, 
why do you ask?’ 

‘Oh,’ replied the agent, ‘it’s just that I’ve got a letter for a 
bloke by that name.’

‘Oh, that could be for me,’ ventured one shearer sheepishly. 
‘It’s a name I’ve been known to use.’

Anxious to be shot of the responsibility of being postman, 
the agent handed the letter to Diddy.

And what was in the letter? Was it from an old girlfriend 
declaring	undying	love,	or	a	lawyer	trying	to	find	him	as	his	
rich uncle in Fiji had died leaving him a fortune? Or even from 
his mother telling him ‘Ol Shep’ had died?

No, it was none of the above. It was a ‘bluey’ from the New 
Zealand Army, threatening him with prosecution for failing to 
return his uniform following the completion of his compulsory 
military service. 

Dang, he should have known nothing good ever comes from 
changing your story. (Tony Mathews)
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Meet Bill and Phil
Phil, also 25 years old. 
Phew,	5	pm.	Phil	knocks	off,	gets	changed	and	downs	a	couple	
of beers, feeling in party mode already. He can’t wait for the 
birthday party and is planning to get smashed. 

6.15pm: The crew arrives at the quarters. He hangs around 
with his mates and downs a few more beers and smokes a few 
different	things.	

7.10pm : Phil misses dinner, gets blown up by the cook for 
turning up late and only scores a piece of bread with some 
leftover meat on it, before getting shoed out of the kitchen. He 
has another cigie and a beer instead and sends a complaining 
text out to the contractor.

7.30pm: He showers and gets ready for the party, a bit of gel 
in the hair, looking good. He takes his bank card, not knowing 
how much money is in the account.

8.30pm: He catches a ride to the party and starts drinking.
12 am: He scores a girl and goes to sleep on the job.
2pm: Phil falls asleep on a couch, with his head hanging 

off	to	one	side.
5.30am: Gets rudely woken up by his Contractor and taken 

to	the	quarters	feeling	very	bad.	Phil	has	to	find	some	clean	
clothes and gets shoved into a van. His sheep are niggly, much 
more on his stand than on the other guys. The gear is not cutting 
properly, and he has no sharp cutters left. Phil only shears 2/3 
of what he is normally doing and is cutting a few. 

His back also gets sorer and sorer, eventually he has to stop 
for a while, making out he just wants to have a smoke. He 
is	drinking	heaps	of	coffee	to	stay	awake.	He	also	forgot	his	
water bottle and the water at the shed is terrible. He worries 
about last night as he can`t quite remember everything, only 
that there was some trouble.

The shed does not get cut out due to Phil`s drop in sheep 
numbers. He drinks a few beers on the way home to make 
himself feel better after this frustrating day. 

6pm: Phil gets back to the quarters and falls straight into bed.
For the next couple of days, he can`t work and sits in his 

room with a sore back, a bad cough and a relentless itch you 
know where. He plays games all day and all night.  The doc-
tor’s visit costs $90 and because he lost his bank card (he 
didn’t mention that it had no money on it anyway), has to ask 
his contractor to pay for it. 

After that he doesn’t seem to be getting a very good run of 
work. Lots of short days. It makes him mad that his mate Bill 
is getting all the hoggets, even though Phil has been shearing 
for longer than him.
He	makes	$750	for	the	week	and	has	to	get	a	draw	to	pay	off	

the money he borrowed from his mates to purchase things at the 
party, and to replace the phone he lost that night. Never mind, 
it was one hell of a party, he can talk about it all week at least. 

At the end of the season when work gets thin, Phil is in the 
first	crew	running	out	of	work.	He	is	not	sure	why.	But	he	will	
certainly have the biggest goodbye party ever, on pay day.

(Gabriela Schmidt-Morrell) 

Bill, 25 years old:
Phew, it’s 5pm. Last sheep down the porthole and Bill gets 
changed into some clean clothes. He packs up and hops in 
the van, declining a beer knowing about a birthday party that 
night he is invited to.  He drinks a bottle of water instead with 
electrolytes.

6.15pm: The crew arrives at the quarters, Bill goes straight to 
the grinding room and soaks his gear. He hops in the shower, 
puts his washing on and mixes himself a big protein shake. 

6.45pm: Dinner time: He eats heaps, has a cup of tea, a laugh 
with his mates, then cleans and grinds his gear and hangs his 
washing out.

7.30pm: He gets ready for the party, a bit of gel in the hair, 
looking good, a condom in the pocket. He takes $100 and 
leaves the bank card at home.

8pm: Bill drives to the party in his car, has a few drinks and 
has heaps of laughs.

10pm: He scores a girl he has been eying up for a while. 
Life is good. 

11pm: He walks home, is not that far, and hops straight 
into bed.

5.00 am: Bill gets up, feeling a little tired, but otherwise 
good, downs a couple of glasses of water, then goes for a hearty 
breakfast, grabs his bucket and is ready to go at 5.30 am.
7.15	am:	Bill	starts	work	late	because	nobody	could	find	Phil,	

who is now sitting on his bucket, still half pissed. The sheep are 
a bit niggly, but Bill is concentrating on his foot work, manages 
alright	and	has	a	few	nice	flash	backs	from	last	night....	He	has	
a sleep at lunch time and feels quite good for the afternoon. 

Because he is one of only a few that didn`t sleep in that day, 
the contractor seems to trust him and puts him in the hogget 
shed needing to be cut out in 3 days.  Bill`s pay check is $4000 
at	the	end	of	the	week.	On	Sunday	he	has	a	day	off	and	takes	
his new girl to the movies, which scores him a few serious 
brownie points. She seems to like that he is nearly there with 
saving	for	a	deposit	on	a	flat	in	the	area.	

At the end of the season, he is in the last crew that runs out 
of work and his contractor books him in for the next season 
straight away.

• All year round steady work available 
stretching between Otago, Southland and Northland

• Opportunities to upskill
• Top pay rates, good accommodation in town, quality food 

• Permanent staff wanted to service our run
027 630 9081 • Msg us on facebook 

www.dmshearing.co.nz

DION MORRELL 
SHEARINGSHEARING

OTAGO/SOUTHLAND
PH 03 449 3360  •  dmshearing@xtra.co.nz

• All year round steady work available stretching between 
Otago, Southland and Northland
• Opportunities to upskill

• Top payrates, good accommodation in town, quality food
• Permanent staff wanted to serrvice our run

• 027 630 9081 : Msg us on Facebook
• www.dmshearing.co.nz
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Above: Remembering HMQ Queen Elizabeth II (1926-2022): (As we did when Prince Phillip died in 2021): Together or 
separately ‘the Royals’ attended several shearing events or demonstrations during their earlier visits to New Zealand. We are 
uncertain about the date or venue for this meeting with the Bowen brothers, but the photo is from Temple Sutherland’s book, 
‘Sixty Million Muster’, published by AH & AW Reed in 1966. Perhaps most famous was their attendance at Fraser Park, 
Lower Hutt, for the ‘Special Golden Shears’ held on 11 February 1963 and won by Allan Williamson. (Allan had trouble getting 
through the throng for the presentation and was told that he was the only man in the world ever to keep her (HMQ) waiting. 
And Temple Sutherland, a Scotsman who moved to New Zealand in 1925 to become a sheep farmer, dedicated his book ‘To  
my admirable friend THE SHEEP / forever the coat on my back / the food on my table / the founder of my prosperity / and 
now / the patron of my art.’ Temple Sutherland wrote several other books, all worth a read sixty years later!
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Shearing Sports New Zealand 
Calendar of Events for 2022-2023 Season

January 14 (Sat): Peninsula Duvauchelle Shears, Duvauchelle.
January 14 (Sat): Kaikohe A, P&H Show, Kaikohe. January 
20 (Fri): Northern Southland Community Shears, Lumsden. 
January 21 (Sat): Wairoa A&P Show, Wairoa; Golden Bay 
A&P Show, Takaka; Southland Shears NZ Crossbred Lambs 
Champs, Winton A&P Show, Winton. January 22 (Sun): 
Horowhenua A, P&I Show, Levin. January 28 (Sat): Taihape 
A&P Show, Taihape; Tapawera Shears, Tapawera. January 
29 (Sun): Geyserland Agrodome Shears, Rotorua A&P Show, 
Ngongotaha. 
February 3 (Fri): Dannevirke A&P Show, Dannevirke. 
February 4 (Sat): North Kaipara A&P Show, Paparoa; 
Rangitikei Shearing Sports, Marton; Reefton Shears, Inangahua 
A&P Show, Reefton. February 6 (Mon): Aria Waitangi Day 
Sports, Aria. February 11 (Sat): Northern Wairoa A&P Show, 
Arapohue; Te Puke A&P Show, Te Puke; Otago Shears, 
Balclutha. February 17-18 (Fri-Sat): Southern Shears, Gore. 
February 18 (Sat): North Hokianga A&P Show, Broadwood; 
Ohura A&P Show, Ohura; Murchison A&P Show, Murchison. 
February 19 (Sun): Counties Shears, Franklin A&P Show, 
Pukekohe. February 24 (Fri): Taumarunui Shears, Taumarunui. 
February 25 (Sat): Apiti Sports Shears, Apiti; Kaikoura A&P 
Show Kaikoura. February 26 (Sun): Pahiatua Shears, Pahiatua.
March 1 (Wed): Wairarapa Pre-Shears Woolhandling, 
Mikimiki. March 2-4 (Thu-Sat): Golden Shears International 

Championships, Masterton. March 4 (Sat): Amuri A&P 
Show, Rotherham. March 11 (Sat): Kumeu A&H Show, 
Kumeu.	Cheviot	A&P	Show,	Cheviot;	Mayfield	A&P	Show,	
Mayfield.	March	18	(Sat):	Warkworth	A&P	Show,	Warkworth;	
Waimarino Shears, Raetihi; Methven Lamb Shears, Methven 
A&P Show, Methven. March 25 (Sat): Waitomo Caves Sports, 
Waitomo. March 26 (Sun): Flaxbourne A&P Show, Ward. 
March 30-April 1 (Thu-Sat): New Zealand Shears, Te Kuiti.
April 1 (Sat): Oxford A&P Show, Oxford. April 7-8 (Fri-Sat): 
Royal Easter Show (Northern Shears), Auckland. April 10 
(Mon): Mackenzie A&P Show, Fairlie.

Above: Mitchell Menzies, finalist at Alexandra and Waimate.

Welcome back to Golden Shears!
Masterton, 2-4 March 2023

Enquiries to 06 378 8008
Email office@goldenshears.co.nz

Or just enter on-line
You know what to do!
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Great Raihania Shears
21 October 2022

Shearing
Open final (20 sheep): Rowland Smith 
(Maraekakaho) 58.25pts, 1; Jack Fagan 
(Te Kuiti) 58.6pts, 2; Gavin Mutch 
(Dannevirke) 60.8pts, 3; Hemi Braddick 
(Eketahuna) 61.4pts, 4.
Senior final (5 sheep): Adam Gordon 
(Masterton) 28.4pts, 1; Paul Swann 
(Wairoa) 29pts, 2; Te Ua Wilcox 
(Gisborne) 33.6pts, 3; Joseph Gordon 
(Masterton) 35.45pts, 4.
Intermediate final (4 sheep): Richmond 
Ngarangione (Gisborne) 32.45pts, 1; 
Dylan Young (Tokomaru Bay) 33.15pts, 
2; Hautapu Mihaere (Te Awamutu) 
33.35pts, 3; Bruce Grace (Napier) 
36.75pts, 4.
Junior final (3 sheep): Cheyden Winiana 
(Nuhaka) 39pts, 1; Ryka Swann (Wairoa) 
40.367pts, 2; Jake Goldsbury (-) 44.78pts, 
3; Jack Procter (-) 51.383pts, 4.
Novice (1 sheep): Shania Mackey (-) 
49.25pts, 1; Te Ariki Te Hau (-) 50.55pts, 
2; Ashlin Swann (Wairoa) 66.4pts, 3; 
Shiane Te Hau (-) 79.75pts, 4.
Woolhandling
Open final: Maryanne Baty (Gisborne) 
330.2pts, 1; Monica Potae (Kennedy 
Bay) 367.6pts, 2; Jasmine Tipoki Napier) 
397pts, 3; Chelsea Collier (Hamilton) 
552.8pts, 4.
Senior final: Nohokainga Maraki 
(Flaxmere) 226.2pts, 1; Tira Ngarangione 
(Gisborne) 270pts, 2; Vinniye Phillips 
(Taumarunui) 277pts, 3; Rochelle Ashford 
(-) 341pts, 4.
Junior final: Te Whetu Brown (Wairoa) 
165pts, 1; Waiari Puna (Napier) 169.4pts, 
2; Tatiana Keefe (-) 183pts, 3; Jodeshia 
Kirkpatrick (Gisborne) 193.8pts, 4.

* * * * * *

Photos, top descending: Open finalists, 
from left: Rowland Smith (1st), Jack 
Fagan (2nd), Gavin Mutch (3rd), Hemi 
Braddick (4th).
Senior finalists, from left: Joseph 
Gordon (4th), Te Ua Wilcox (3rd), Paul 
Swann (2nd), Adam Gordon (1st). 
Intermediate finalists, from left: Bruce 
Grace (4th), Hautapu Mihaere (3rd), 
Dylan Young (2nd), Richmond Ngaran-
gione (1st).
Junior finalists, from left: Cheyden 
Winiana (1st), Ryka Swann (2nd), Jake 
Goldsbury (3rd), Jack Proctor (4th). 
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Great Raihania Finalists – 
Top descending: Novice shearers: Ashlin Swann (3rd), Te Ariki 
Te Hau (2nd), Shania Mackey (1st).
Open woolhandlers: Chelsea Collier (4th), Jasmine Tipoki (3rd), 
Monica Potae (2nd), Maryanne Baty (1st).
Senior woolhandlers: Rochelle Ashford (4th), Vinniye Phillips 
(3rd), Tira Ngarangione (2nd), Nohokainga Maraki (1st).
Junior woolhandlers: Jodeisha Kirkpatrick (4th), Tatiana Keefe 
(3rd), Waiari Puna (2nd), Te Whetu Brown (1st). ‘And see the sun go down on Galway Bay.’

How Global Warming Can be Good for Us
Blog (extract) by Matt Ridley 
‘Global	warming	is	real.	It	is	also	–	so	far	–	mostly	beneficial.	
This startling fact is kept from the public by a determined 
effort	on	the	part	of	alarmists	and	their	media	allies	who	are	
determined to use the language of crisis and emergency. The 
goal of Net Zero emissions in the UK by 2050 is controversial 
enough as a policy because of the pain it is causing. But what if 
that pain is all to prevent something that is not doing net harm?
‘The	biggest	benefit	of	 emissions	 is	global	greening,	 the	

increase year after year of green vegetation on the land surface 
of the planet. Forests grow more thickly, grasslands more 
richly and scrub more rapidly. This has been measured using 
satellites and on-the-ground recording of plant-growth rates. It 
is happening in all habitats, from tundra to rainforest. 

‘In the four decades since 1982, as Bjorn Lomborg points 
out, NASA data show that global greening has added 618,000 
square kilometres of extra green leaves each year, equivalent 
to three Great Britains. You read that right: every year there’s 
more greenery on the planet to the extent of three Britains. I 
bet Greta Thunberg did not tell you that.

‘The cause of this greening? Although tree planting, natural 
reforestation, slightly longer growing seasons and a bit more 
rain all contribute, the big cause is something else. All studies 
agree that by far the largest contributor to global greening – 
responsible	for	roughly	half	the	effect	–	is	the	extra	carbon	
dioxide in the air. In 40 years, the proportion of the atmosphere 
that is CO2 has gone from 0.034 per cent to 0.041 per cent. 
That may seem a small change but, with more ‘food’ in the 
air, plants don’t need to lose as much water through their pores 
(‘stomata’) to acquire a given amount of carbon. So dry areas, 
like the Sahel region of Africa, are seeing some of the biggest 
improvements in greenery. 

‘But because good news is no news, green pressure groups 
and environmental correspondents in the media prefer to ignore 
global greening.’ (Published 15 February 2022.)

For the full article, Google www.rationaloptimist.co/blog/
how-global-warming-can-be-good/

Matthew White Ridley, 5th Viscount Ridley, DL, FRSL, FMedSci, 
is a British science writer, journalist and businessman. He is 
known for his writings on science, the environment, and 
economics and has been a regular contributor to The Times 
newspaper.
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The Elite Powerhouse

All year round work available for 
experienced and reliable staff on our 

local and stay out runs. Fine wool 
shedhands required from start August 

until end October.

Quality accommodation available. 
Friendly and safe working 

environments. 

For enquiries call Joel on 
0274 075 531

fostershearing@xtra.co.nz

Top: Cushla Abraham showing the care and attention 
to detail that brought her open championhip honours at 
the New Zealand Merino Shearing championships last 
month. (Barbara Newton photo). Above: The easy part –
remembering all the people to thank after the event. (Robynne 
Murray photo.)

By Kelly Macdonald
The	2022-2023	season	has	started	off	with	a	hiss	and	a	roar	for	
many of our shearing and woolhandling trainers, with some 
phenomenal results throughout every show so far.

We are very proud of our team of trainers, and we support 
them every step of the way while they compete.

NZ Merino shears was a great success for Cushla ‘Quality 
Queen’ Abraham, having topped all the way through to 
the	final	with	flying	colours.	Close	but	no	cigar	was	Amy	
Ferguson, placing second ahead of Joel Henare, who after 
only	working	on	a	handful	of	merino	fleeces	over	the	course	
of a year settled with fourth place. 

Waimate Shears presented an all-out Elite Final in the 
Merino woolhandling with Joel redeeming himself from 
the previous weekend taking out the title. Runner-up was 
all the way from the bay Monica Potae, who performed 
exceptionally in the earlier round, top qualifying into the 
final.	Taking	the	bronze	in	third	place	was	Cushla	Abraham,	
and	not	too	far	behind	the	rest	of	the	field	was	Elite’s	office	
manager Kelly Macdonald, taking home fourth place.

The next day presented back-to-back success for Joel who 
proved that he specialises in multi breeds taking out the 
Crossbred Woolhandling title in spectacular fashion, giving 
the young gun a hurry up was ‘Mataura Matriarch’ herself 
Candy Hiri, and in fourth place was Amy Ferguson who also 
took	out		the	South	Island	Woolhandling	Circuit,	with	office	
manager Kelly Macdonald placing fourth.
The	Waimate	Winter	Comb	Open	Shearing	final	was	an	

amazing feat for Ringakaha Paewai who placed fourth, and 
the new “Elite” kid on the block Jack Fagan placing sixth.
The	crossbred	round	we	had	Ant	Frew	place	fifth,	and	Troy	

Pyper come in with sixth placegetter.
Speed demons Jack Fagan and Brett ‘Kornie’ Roberts 

battled	it	out	in	the	Open	Speed	Shear	final,	with	Jack	taking	
home the red ribbon.

The results kept rolling in at Gisborne Shearing and 
Woolhandling Championships, with Joel taking his winning 
streak next level and nabbing the Open Woolhandling 
title,	with	Brittany	Tibble	finishing	in	3rd	place.	The	Open	
shearing was Jack Fagan coming in second, and Tama Nia 
Nia placing 3rd.

Paerata Abraham displayed incredible pace during the 
Speed	 Shear	Open	 final,	 taking	 home	 the	 cash,	 and	 the	
bragging	rights	with	first	place.

The Great Reihania show witnessed an Elite trend yet 
again, with awesome results in all premiere events. Open 
Woolhandling	 champion	 for	 2022	was	Gisborne’s	 finest	
Maryanne Baty, and Monica Potae etching just another notch 
on her guitar taking home the second-place ribbon.

Producing a formidable performance, Jack Fagan yet again 
placed	2nd	in	the	Open	Shearing	final.
Gisborne-based	Beau	Guelfi	took	out	the	Open	speed	shear.
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ACE SHEARING GEAR 
FOR QUALITY & SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST 

Don’t delay, Buy today  
Insist on ACE at your 
nearest farm shop  

  or order direct  
 

     Phone:Leon 0275914361   
    Email: info@acequip.co.nz 
    Website: aceshearng.co.nz 

 KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK & KEEP SAFE 

We are essential suppliers with 
Door to door contactless service. 

       WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER               
IMPROVE YOUR RESULTS With  

ACE COMBS & CUTTERS 

Above: The Baazilian 2020 Ltd crew pictured at Landcorp’s Tangimoana Block in the Manawatu on 11 August 
2022, shearing the trade hoggets. Back row: Roo (contractor), Pene, Harley, Kaisar. Middle: Ben, Jarred, Cody, 
Ray, Lloyd, Lardina. Sitting: Raven, Rhylee, Shy, Marcus, Ani, Trayy. “For Marcus (sitting down in middle row) it 
was his first day shearing and he did his first 100 on a hungry stand.” (Congratulations, Marcus! Ed.)

Socks, hankies and undies again?
Nah, buy a book!

Email Pete Nikolaison: pete@pete.co.nz for details
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DAVIS SHEARING 
CONTRACTING

Covering	Otago,	Southland	and	further	afield	
from our bases at Gore, Milton and Balclutha

Shearers and shedhands - we provide excellent 
accommodation and living conditions, clean 

sheep, great sheds, steady work.

We focus on providing top quality shearing and 
wool preparation service for our many clients in 
a competitive but relaxed working atmosphere

Farmers - we have the crew to meet your needs - 
when you want it, how you want it.

Ring Jason - tel 03 418 0824.  
E-mail shara.jason@xtra.co.nz

Above: Former Otorohanga-based contractor Jeff Rountree 
held a reunion for his ‘old’ shearing employees at Otorohanga 
on 5 November 2022. Marg Forde was among the 70 or more 
attendees. ‘Some made impressive efforts to get there. One flew 
especially from Invercargill, another from Waimate and others 
from across the North Island.
‘For the record, Jeff was the contractor that I called on a whim 
in the late spring of 1984, looking for a summer break from 
my profession as a journalist, and to reconnect with farming 
and my home area, Otorohanga. I knew zero about shearing 
gang life and had no experience woolhandling, so I recall being 
surprised that Jeff hired me over the phone. His only questions 
were, “Who is your father?” and “When can you start?”
It was the time of nine-hour days being standard in the 
King Country, so it was a bit of a shock to the system when 
I started swinging off a broom six weeks later, getting hard 
into mainshear, the work and the socialising. Jeff’s crews  
were a great bunch of people. Very quickly I got into the all-
consuming rhythm of that daily grind and that evening phone 
call from Jeff, always and only ever asking the one question: 
“Can you operate tomorrow?” before being told what time to 
meet in the Club carpark, and which shearer’s vehicle I’d be 
going to work in the next morning.’ (More next page.)  

Rountree Reunion

mailto:shara.jason@xtra.co.nz
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Benefits include:
• Support from experienced industry professionals
• Save time by entering tally sheet data only once
• Pay employees and produce payslips
• Invoice clients and track payments against accounts
• Produce PAYE, employee earnings reports and GST on receipts 

reports
• Integrates with MYOB IMS Payroll and Accounting applications

To discuss how we can help, call Liz on:
Mobile 021 749 963 
Phone 07 838 1961
Email liz@payrollplusltd.co.nz

To discuss how we can help, 
call us on: Phone 07 838 1961
Email: admin@payrollplusltd.co.nz

Jeff Rountree reunion
By Des Williams
Some 70-80 former employees turned 
up at Otorohanga earlier this month for 
a reunion with former King Country 
shearing	contractor,	Jeff	Rountree,	‘to	
reminisce about the old times and tell a 
few	lies’,	as	Jeff	himself	put	it.	People	
flew in from the South Island and 
travelled across the north to be there and 
contribute to a most enjoyable occasion.
Jeff’s	own	career	in	the	sheds	started	

with him shearing a few sheep when 
he was 14 and still at school, and then 
graduating to full time work for his 
father when he was 15. ‘Dad had a small 
farm near Otorohanga in those days and 
also ran a shearing business, contracting 
with three or four shearers and gangs 
working around the Aria, Marokopa and 
Ngaroma areas as well as the western 
King Country.

‘I was shearing with Dad the day I 
did	my	first	500	at	18-years-of-age	–	I	
did 504, he did 432 and some people 
claimed it (936) was a world record for 
a father and son combination.’
Then	Jeff’s	Dad	bought	a	dipping	unit	

and	Jeff	took	over	the	shearing	run.	The	
business ‘snowballed a bit’ as he shore 
professionally for the next 40 years or 
so (until he was 59), excluding a period 
when he was laid low with stomach 
cancer. The late Steve Trangmar then 
took	over	Jeff’s	run.

But he’d also spent some time working 
for others, including a stint at Lochinver 
for Leo Sutton, when he shore just under 
4200 sheep in one six-day week, which 
included a run lost through rain. The 
daily average of 597 would otherwise 
have been something over 600! He was 
also a member of Eddie Reidy’s ten-
stand gang at Poronui in 1979 when the 
team shore 5557 lambs, including Ken 
Pike	and	John	Fagan	600s	and	Jeff	and	
Ivan Rosandich did 555 each.
Jeff	also	shore	 ‘down	south’	during	

his time, working with Fred Peyton 
at Alexandra and other southern 
contractors. He spent time in Australia 
– Longreach initially, working for 
Grazcos, and then in Western Australia. 
He also shore in the UK for Brian 
Goodsall and worked with (New 
Zealander) Peter Nitz in Norway.
Jeff	then	spent	a	period	doing	other	

things, including pest and possum 
control with EcoFX, and then went back 
and shore with Trangmar for a while. 

‘I really enjoyed being back in the 
shed, working with Edsel Forde and 
others – you really miss the shed life 
– but now I’m kept busy doing fencing 
and building retainer walls, that sort 
of thing. Socially, I play some outdoor 
bowls on a Saturday and also enjoy 
playing snooker.

‘For the reunion I tried to remember 
all the people that had worked for me 
over the years to invite them along but 
there’s always a few that escape the 
memory. But names keep coming back. 
We’ll just have to have another one 
sometime soon!’

Above: Former Otorohanga-based 
shearing contractor Jeff Rountree, who 
held a well-attended reunion with former 
staff members on 5 November 2022. 

THE PLAN
In the beginning, there was a Plan. 
And then came the assumptions, and the 
assumptions were without form, and the 
Plan without substance.
And darkness was upon the face of 
the workers, and they spoke among 
themselves saying, ‘It is a crock of shit 
and it stinks.’
And the workers went unto their 
supervisors and said, ‘It is a pile of dung, 
and we cannot live with the smell.’
And the supervisors went unto their 
managers saying, ‘It is a container of 
excrement, and it is very strong, such that 
none may abide by it.’
And the managers went unto their directors 
saying, ‘It is a vessel of fertilizer, and none 
may abide by its strength.’
And the directors spoke among themselves 
saying to one another, ‘It contains that 
which aids plant growth, and it is very 
strong.’
And the directors went to the vice-
presidents, saying unto them, ‘It promotes 
growth, and it is very powerful.’
And the vice-presidents went to the 
president, saying unto him, ‘This new 
Plan will actively promote the growth and 
vigor  of the company with very powerful 
effects.’
And the president looked upon The Plan  
And saw that it was good, and The Plan 
became Policy.
And this, my friend, is how shit happens.

* * * * * *
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Busy North Canterbury run 
Clean, reliable staff wanted
Mainshear November-April
Pre-lamb May-September

New client enquiries welcome

Phone Mike Morgan
021 251 7742

 mike091@windowslive.com

You may already be there!
A	boat	was	docked	in	a	tiny	Calabrian	fishing	village.	(Or	
Riverton, or Waikouaiti, or Westport, or Hokianga, Tairua, 
Waihou Bay ...)
A	tourist	complimented	the	local	fishermen	on	the	quality	

of	their	fish	and	...	asked	how	long	it	took	to	catch	them.
‘Not very long,’ they answered in unison.
‘Why didn’t you stay out longer and catch more?’
The	fishermen	 explained	 that	 their	 small	 catches	were	

sufficient	to	meet	their	needs	and	those	of	their	families.
‘But what do you do with the rest of your time?’
‘We	chat	in	the	piazza	with	friends,	fish	a	little,	play	with	

our children, and enjoy time with our wives. In the evenings, 
we go into the village to see our friends, have a few drinks, 
play the guitar, and sing a few songs.

We have a full life.’
The tourist interrupted: I have an MBA from Harvard and 

I	can	help	you!	You	should	start	by	fishing	longer	every	day.	
You	can	 then	 sell	 the	extra	fish	you	catch.	With	 the	extra	
revenue, you can buy a bigger boat.’

‘And after that?’
‘With the extra money the larger boat will bring, you can 

buy a second one and a third one and so on until you have 
an	entire	fleet	of	trawlers.	
‘Instead	of	selling	your	fish	to	a	middle	man,	you	can	then	

negotiate directly with the processing plants and maybe even 
open your own plant. You can then leave this little village 
and move to Milan, London, Los Angeles, or even New York 
City! From there you can direct your huge new enterprise.’

‘How long would that take?’
‘Twenty,	perhaps	twenty-five	years,’	replied	the	tourist.

‘And after that?’
‘Afterwards? Well my friend, that’s when it gets really 

interesting,’ answered the tourist, laughing. ‘When your 
business gets really big, you can start buying and selling 
stocks and make millions!’
‘Millions?	Really?	And	after	that?’	asked	the	fishermen.
‘After that you’ll be able to retire, live in a tiny village near 

the	coast,	play	with	your	children,	catch	a	few	fish,	enjoy	
time with your wife and spend your evenings drinking and 
enjoying your friends.’

‘With all due respect sir, but that’s exactly what we are 
doing	now.	So	what’s	the	point	wasting	twenty-five	years?’	
asked the Italians.

And the moral of this story is: Know where you’re going 
in life, you may already be there! Many times in life, money 
is not everything.

‘Live your life before life becomes lifeless.’ (Fakebook)
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Get with the in-crowd: 
follow Shearingmag 

on Facebook

STAY
      WEIRD

Don’t Blow Your Wrist
With main shear looming, now’s the 
time to prepare the body for those big 
tallies. Blown wrists are really common 
among shearers who hit the board hard 
after a bit of a break. Just like the All 
Blacks wouldn’t play a test without a 
pre-season or any warm-up, you need 
to make sure you’re in good nick before 
you pick up the handpiece. You can 
learn simple warm-up routines that help 
prevent blown wrists at 
www.tahingatahi.co.nz. 

Learn Your Warm-Ups 
Every year over 9,000 days are lost to 
injury in the wool sector. That’s a lot of 
pain	for	no	gain.	Tahi	Ngātahi’s	videos	
are designed to help everyone raise their 
game in the shed. You can learn short 
warm-up routines that help prevent 
back strains at www.tahingatahi.co.nz. 
A few extra minutes of simple stretches 
a day could save your back and boost 
your wallet. 

Visit www.tahingatahi.co.nz and sign up to show your support for this 
great industry.

For business support to make the best use of the programme, please 
contact Bronwyn Campbell at support@tahingatahi.co.nz or 0272436979 

HELP US 
ALL RAISE 
OUR GAME 
IN THE 
WOOLSHED
Tahi Ngātahi is an online platform 
that uses video clips to pass on skills 
and safety tips to farmers, shearing 
contractors and shearers.
Our aim is to:
• reduce common injuries by 

30% and prolong careers 
• build a stronger, more skilled 

workforce 

• make shearing more attractive to 
new entrants.

Tahi Ngātahi’s part of wider efforts 
to revitalise the wool industry 
and will be integrated into the 
government’s new $1.86m on-job 
training initiative Kaiaka Wool 
Industry Training NZ.

OFFICIAL PARTNERS  

Do it Well
If a man is called to be a street sweeper, 
he should sweep streets even as Michel-
angelo painted, or Beethoven composed 
music, or Shakespeare wrote poetry. 
He should sweep streets so well that 
all the hosts of heaven and earth will 
pause to say, ‘Here lived a great street 
sweeper who did his job well.’ (Martin 
Luther King.)
Well done is better than well said. 
(Benjamin Franklin.)
People forget how fast you did a job – 
but they remember how well you did it. 
(Howard Newton)
From Readers Digest ‘Quotable Quotes’
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Made in New Zealand

silver 
fern 

shearing 
gear 

stands 
the test 
of time

Check out our new 
hybrid shearing Jean

Dick Perry: Beer and Girls
By Marty Braithwaite
It’s seemingly inevitable that old tales 
of shearing are coloured by stories of 
drinking.	The	booze	seemingly	flowed	
when sheds were cut or big tallies 
achieved, or when shearers hit town 
with full pay packets, let loose after the 
isolation of working in the high country 
for weeks. 

Or sometimes even before they 
started a shed. There was a time at Glen 
Hope in North Canterbury when the 
shearers arrived ‘all full of booze and 
had a whole lot more with them, tells 
long-time blade man Dick Perry. 

‘There was a shed full of sheep to 
shear and the manager Rick Sullivan 
was a real hard case, so he showed the 
jokers to their hut, went straight down to 
the shed, let the blimmin’ sheep go and 

went back to the hut with the shearers 
and helped drink the booze till they 
cleaned it all up. 

‘It took two days and on the third day 
he got the sheep back in, so they made 
a start on the fourth day. I reckon that 
would be good thinking, they got it right 
out of their system.’  

Dick says he wasn’t much of a 
drinker himself. ‘I didn’t bother about 
the beer much because I was always 
chasing sheilas,’ he says, although when 
he shore his first 100 there was the 
inevitable shout: two gallons of beer in 
a stone jar. At Grace Hills, he continues, 
old Friday Grant the boss would give 
you a half pannikin of rum and ‘you 
could get as silly as a rabbit. I got up on 
top of the kitchen table and sang a song 
once, they reckoned I’d get the sack.’

‘One year, they took us down from the 
Grampians in the MacKenzie Country 
to Fairlie to catch the bus home for 
Christmas with the expectation the 
shearers would all return to cut the shed 
between Christmas and New Year. 

True to his preferences, Dick ‘jacked 
up a girlfriend at Timaru to go to the 
New Year’s Eve Ball but, when we got 
back to the Grampians, half the shearers 
were on the booze and couldn’t shear. 
There was no chance of cutting the shed 
in time for the Ball, so I went to the 
manager and said, desperately, I had to 
go out to a 21st birthday.’

 ‘Be buggered’, the manager replied, 
‘you have to stop here and shear.’

This called for invention. Next day, 
Dick “shore like anything for the early 
run and after breakfast shore four or 
five	more	then	pulled	a	wether	out	and	
accidentally-on-purpose tipped it over. 
Both	Dick	and	the	wether	went	flying	
down the board, he got up and made out 
he had a sore back and told his mates he 
couldn’t go on. 

Dick knew the wool truck was 
coming and had his escape planned, but 
the manager had other ideas. ‘He got 
wild and said he’d get the owner to take 
me out to the doctor at Timaru,’ Dick 
continued. ‘I thought, “damn, what the 
hell am I going to do now?” 

‘So I went to the hut and opened the 
door and went back 10 yards. Then I ran 
backwards at it like a rocket about half a 
dozen times and jammed myself in the 
door to see if I could bruise my back. I 

didn’t know if I had or not but, anyway, 
the boss took me down to the doctor. 

The doc was tapping my back and I 
was saying ‘ouch’. I didn’t really know 
when to say ‘ouch’. 

Anyway, he said ‘I think you could 
persevere for two or three days and 
you’ll come right.’ So, I went outside 
and told the boss the doctor said it might 
not come right, so there’s no point in me 
coming	back	to	finish	the	shearing.	I	got	
to the ball after all! The classer picked 
up my wages and met me at another 
shed on the 5th of January. I shore 140 
that day and the classer said to me, ‘I 
think that spell’s done your back a bit 
of good.’ Enough said.

This story is another from a series of 
interviews carried out by the writer in 
the early 1980s with people associated 
with blade shearing. Dick Perry, who 
shore for more than 50 years, was one 
of only around 20 recognised Master 
Blade Shearers. More of Dick’s stories 
can be found in his memoir ‘Yarning 
with Dick’, published by Rainbow Print 
in 2004.

Richard Cobbold ‘Dick’ Perry died at 
Christchurch on 21 April 2016, aged 
95 years. Apart from his 50 years as a 
blade shearer, he served as a gunner in 
the Second New Zealand Expeditionary 
Forces during World War II (SN271595) 
(On-line Cenotaph photo.)
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If you want to settle down with good conditions 
and steady work, shearing or woolhandling, you 
could	find	a	place	in	the	Paewai	Mullins	team.		
We work for some great people and we have some 
great people working for us.  There is always 
room for one more.

Phone: 06 374 4062 / Aria: 022 374 4062 
PO Box 129, Dannevirke 4942.

Email: office@paewaimullins.co.nz
Website: www.paewaimullins.co.nz

Above: The things some people will do and the places they will 
go  just to provide Shearing magazine with interesting images! 
Barbara Newton found this mobile shearing plant, ‘dating from 
who knows when, at a quirky stopover at a small settlement 
called Solitare in the Khomus Region of Central Namibia, near 
the Namib-Naukluft National Park. The stopover features a 
petrol station, a collection of old bits of machinery and a cafe 
and bakery famous for its apple pies!’
Barbara reports she didn’t see any sheep in the region which 
is predominantly desert. And our only observation would be 
that such an important piece of machinery deserves to be IN 
the National Park, not just NEAR it!

Top: In the month of August, Nadia and Dori from Dion 
Morrell Shearing working the wool at Beaumont Station. 
Above: Herb, classing the wool at Beaumont Station. “Herb 
is a top bloke and is, in fact, one of the few good bastards 
to come out of the Canterbury region.” (Sorry, but that’s all 
we could find out about Herb.)
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Above: Samson Te Whata (right) with youth members  of the 
Dubbo-based Regional Enterprise Development Institute 
(REDI.E) First Nation Indigenous team from Australia: 
Jolie Orcher, Alley Rose and Duane Kennedy. The First 
Nation ‘senior’ team beat New Zealand (Angus Moore, Scott 
Cameron, Cushla Abraham, Tamara Marshall, see photo next 
page) by 281.813 points to 352.216. Below left: Samson Te 
Whata competing at Alexandra in 1993.

By Doug Laing
Australia-based New Zealand shearing legend Samson 
Te Whata returned to the New Zealand Merino Shears in 
Alexandra last month on a journey of both nostalgia and 
future hope.
A	four-times	winner	of	the	New	Zealand	finewool	shearing	

championship in the 1980s, the 67-year-old veteran brought 
with him a contingent based on an Australian Aboriginal wool 
industry training programme, including four young indigenous 
representatives who’ve been in the industry just a few months. 
The	 team	was	billed	as	 the	first	 indigenous	shearing	sports	
team to compete abroad.

They were among more than 150 shearers and woolhandlers 
competing	at	Alexandra	over	the	two	days	which	kicked	off	
the 2022-2023 Shearing Sports New Zealand calendar. Some 
59 shows are scheduled throughout the country through to 
Easter 2023, including stand-alone shows, A&P shows and 
rural sports days.

The new Australian initiative is one of the steps aiming to 
address the global shortage of skilled workers to meet the 
demands of the shearing seasons around the world, including 
the outback of Australia, where vast distances add to issues.

Te Whata, from Kaikohe in the Far North but based in 
Australia for many years, says there are plenty of people living 
in the outback towns and communities who could be shearing 
the sheep, without relying on shearers and woolhandlers 
needing to travel sometimes thousands of kilometres. With 
distance a big issue, the programme also aims to address shearer 
shortages in the outback of Australia.

Now Te Whata says he’s living a dream by being part of it, 
in the ‘REDI footprint’, under the auspices of the Regional 
Enterprise Development Institute, based in Dubbo, NSW, and 
serving the hopes and ambitions of the Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait peoples of Murdi Paaki across Western New South Wales.

Te Whata viewed the team’s participation at Alexandra 
as ‘only the start’, and said the Golden Shears at Masterton 
next March is in his sights as the development programme 
progresses.

It’s	50	years	since	Te	Whata	first	hit	the	headlines,	becoming	
at the time the youngest champion at the Golden Shears in 
Masterton,	by	winning	the	1972	Junior	final,	aged	just	16.

It was in the Central Otago town of Alexandra in 1974, after 
winning that year’s Golden Shears Senior title, that he set out 
on the path that would make him one of New Zealand greatest 
shearers	of	merino	finewool,	a	wide	berth	from	the	strongwool	
crossbreds with which he’d grown-up in a shearing family in 
Northland.

The Senior title in Masterton had won him a development-
type	role	as	the	travelling	reserve	with	the	first	New	Zealand	
trans-Tasman series team to Euroa, Vic., with Golden Shears 
open champion Norm Blackwell, second McSkimming 
Memorial Triple Crown circuit winner Eddie Reidy and 
eventual four-times New Zealand merino champion, Don 
Morrison. While Te Whata didn’t take part in the test (acting 
as the reserve), he did, at the age of 19, place fourth among 
Australia’s top merino shearers in the supporting open event, 
the Forlonge Invitation.    

Becoming a world record shearer on crossbred lambs along 
the way, and eventually acclaimed a Master Shearer, Te 
Whata won the New Zealand merino shearing championship 
in 1980, 1981, 1982 and in 1985 and in 1982 he also won the 
McSkimming Memorial Triple Crown, aking him the champion 
all-breeds shearer in New Zealand.

He was a crowd favourite at the Golden Shears well into 
the 1980s, but while he never did win the Golden Shears open 
championship	he	did	reach	the	final	six	times,	with	a	best	result	
of runner-up to left-hander Colin King in 1988.

Te Whata, whose brother Vic, a fellow former record-
breaking shearer, travelled down from Kaikohe to take the 
role of kaumatua and cultural advisor with the Australian 
Indigenous team and to liaise with local iwi, said he was 
honoured to be working with the REDI.E programme and the 
groundbreaking team.

Legend returns with Indigenous team
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Phone Colin on 022 183 2200
or 06 879 5553

ShearingnzLtd@gmail.com

Like to come shearing in the sunny Hawkes Bay? 

We have jobs available from mid-May to end of 
September and mid-October through to March 
for seasonal  staff. 

If you’d like to move here  to live we have 
permanent positions available for the right 
people. All you need is a good work ethic and 
your gear.

Accommodation available. 

Sponsor, North Island Woolhandling Circuit

Revisiting the World Championships
Gorey, Ireland in 1998

Above: With the nineteenth world shearing and woolhandling 
championships scheduled for Scotland in May 2023, Shearing 
magazine here takes a look back almost 25 years to the ‘worlds’  
held at Gorey in 1998. (Just across the Irish Sea from Scotland!) 
We are sure memories of this event remain fresh for all who 
had the privilege of attending there, including the editor.
You	might	 say	 Ireland	1998	 signalled	 the	definite	move	

toward including a wider range of host nations than the original 
Golden Shears trio – England, New Zealand and Australia. 
Wales 1994 broke the pattern and gained retrospective 
recognition of its world championship status. The original 
four-year interval between world events became two years, 
alternating between northern and southern hemispheres and 
allowing for foot and mouth outbreaks, global pandemics and 
other interrupters of international cycles.

Attending countries have grown from the original 12 at Bath 
& West in 1977 to 33 at Le Dorat in 2019, with the average 
attendance at about 27 countries since 2000 in South Africa,

Acutely aware of their heritage and history, the Irish 
organising committee led by (among others) George Graham, 
based their application to stage the championships on the fact 
that 1998 was the 200th anniversary of a famous uprising 
against the English (one of many) led by Robert Emmet and 
others. (Unsuccessful, but famous nevertheless.)

And as luck would have it, Ireland and England had signed 
the Good Friday Peace Accord just a few weeks before the 
championships	and	so	visitors	to	Ireland	for	the	first	time	were	
able to experience some sort of ‘normality’ after reading about 
or living through‘The Troubles’ of the past 30 years. 
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But still, this writer learned quickly where the Republican 
‘punt’ (money) was welcome and where it was not. 

But enough of that – this is not the time or  place for a lecture 
on Irish history, worthy subject though it may be. Except to say, 
perhaps, because of that background (or in spite of it) the Irish 
certainly	turned	on	several	days	of	magnificence	underneath	
that	‘Dome’	the	size	of	a	rugby	field	at	the	Gorey	RFC	grounds	
and with the Guinness bar right across the back.

Instead, we limit our history lesson to providing results from 
the world events below, followed by a photo essay of several 
pages, using quite a few images not previously published. 
Next edition we will endeavour to do the same with the world 
championships held at Edinburgh in 2003. 
1998 World Championships Results:
Individual machine shearing: David Fagan (New Zealand) 
1, Paul Avery (New Zealand) 2, Steven Lloyd (England) 3, 
Nicky Beynon (Wales) 4, Willie Jones (Northern Ireland) 5, 
John Pughe (Wales) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand (David Fagan and Paul 
Avery) 1, Wales (Nicky Beynon and John Pughe) 2; Scotland 
(Tom Wilson and Doug Lambie) 3, England (Steven Lloyd and 
Alan Derryman) 4, Northern Ireland (Willie Jones and Roger 
Bell) 5, United States (Randy Helms and Chris Cornett) 6.
Individual blade shearing: Zweliwile Elias Hans (South 
Africa) 1, Alex McDonald (New Zealand) 2, Noel Handley 
(New Zealand) 3, Siyongosi Samuel Nkomoyi (South Africa) 
4, Kevin Ford (USA) 5, Elfed Wyn Jackson (Wales) 6.
Individual woolhandling: Angharad Mair Lewis (Wales), 
Craig Rowsell (Australia), Oti Mason (New Zealand), Alison 
McNeil (Scotland), Marion Kelly (Australia), Tom Dodd 
(Norway) 6.

Above: George Graham, 1998 world championships committee 
member,‘Stage Organiser’ (and Ireland machine shearing team 
representative) with Committee Secretary Shirley Beazley (left)  
and Phyllis Bolger, absolute legend of Irish shearing. (All-
Ireland senior champion 1964, 1968 and 1972, before there 
was an ‘Open’ class in Ireland.)
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Top left: Just in case you are interested in Irish history after 
all! Top right: All-Ireland womens finalists: Phyllis Bolger 
(presenter); Cathy Wendleborn, Una Cameron, Eileen 
O’Connell, Eilidh MacPherson and Carmen Smith. Absent 
Jackie Harmer. Middle left: Ailsa Fleming in the All-Ireland 
woolhandling. Above left: American blademan Kevin Ford 
sharpening the tools of his trade for the audience. Above 
right: David Fagan in the All-Ireland contest with judge 
Brian Williams of Wales. 

Pleasant Point, South Canterbury
Quality Shearers, Woolhandlers & pressers wanted 

between the months of January - March & June - October. 
Competitive wage rates  

Call Anthony Frew  0276 148 089
eweneedus@outlook.com
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Top left: Alex Macdonald under close watch from Izak 
Klopper. Above left: Tom Brough (judge) and George Mudge, 
blade shearer. Top right: Frederick Pivac, aka Ricardo or 
Ric; international traveller and pretty good shearer (RIP), 
competing in the All-Ireland event. Above: Paul Avery, 
similarly engaged in the All-Ireland, which he ultimately won.

Te Anau Shearing 
Ltd

We have jobs available June 
- August and Dec - April for 

people who are reliable, have 
good work ethics and positive 

attitudes.
Meals, accommodation and 

travel provided
Phone Andrew on 

027 434 8108 or 03 249 7035
ajclegg@xtra.co.nz
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Top left: New Zealand team manager Hugh McCarroll 
addressing the crowd. No, not the crowd at Top right, that’s 
the official reception and dinner for teams at Arklow, before 
the championships. Middle left: Patrick and Paddy Corrigan 
demonstrated the traditional blades technique but Elias Hans 
(Above) did it his way, and quicker! Above right: Admirers of 
the little stone monument: Ailsa Fleming, Joanne Kumeroa  
(RIP), Noel Handley and Oti Mason.

100% NZ owned
and operated
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JEFF DORSET 
SHEARING

ROTORUA
TO OUR CLIENTS WE OFFER

• Drug-free gangs
• H&S Policy systems in place
• Proven shearing and woolhandling services

TO OUR EMPLOYEES WE OFFER
• A drug-free environment
• (Mandatory testing by NZTDDA)
• Above NZSCA recommended rates
• Accommodation, food, transport, emeries – all 

provided at no expense

Jeff – 027 492 0758
Office – 021 414 914 jeffdorset@xtra.co.nz 

We support all that is best in shearing

Top: The official New Zealand team photo: Hugh McCarroll, 
Noel Handley, Alex Macdonald, Joanne Kumeroa, Oti 
Mason, Paul Avery and David Fagan. Above left: Pollocks, 
the shop in Northern Ireland (nowhere near Gorey) where 
Van Morrison reputedly buys his Sunday Papers. Or should 
that be Bollocks? Above: Tony O’Reilly, New Zealander with 
the excellent Irish name, competing in the All-Ireland open.
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We require staff for our busy summer mainshear from 
December through ‘til April and for our pre-lamb June 

through ‘til August. Good work ethics and attitude towards 
our clients and fellow staff are essential. 

Travel and meals provided.

All enquiries welcomed to 
office@mcconachieshearing.co.nz

Mike Maguire 0274 336 477 or Jamie 027 336 4007

Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association
Member ShearNZ

Top left: Noel Handley showing how handy he can be with a 
set of blades.Top right: The Australian team at Gorey: Peter 
Black, Craig Rowesell, Marion Kelly, Mike Henderson and 
Brett King. (Couple of Kiwis in there.) Middle right: All-
Ireland blades finalists, from left: Noel Handley, Elias Hans, 
Peter Casserly, Samuel Nkomoyi, Michael Brien, Kevin Ford. 
Above: “That’s all there is from Ireland 1998, folks. See you 
in Scotland 2023.” (Alex ‘with the flag of Scotland tatooed on 
his shoulder’ Macdonald.)

mailto:office@mcconachieshearing.co.nz
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World Shearing and Woolhandling 
Championships 1977-2019

1977 Royal Bath & West, England
Individual machine shearing: Roger Cox 
(New Zealand) 1, Peter Nitz (Austria) 2, 
John Hutchinson (Australia) 3, Godfrey 
Bowen (New Zealand) 4, Steve Pittaway 
(Australia) 5, Andrew Dodds (Scotland) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 
(Roger Cox and Godfrey Bowen) 1; 
Australia (John Hutchinson and Steve 
Pittaway) 2. (Placings for teams determined 
by aggregating individual points.)

1980 Masterton, New Zealand
Individual machine shearing: Brian Quinn 
(New Zealand) 1, Martin Ngataki (New 
Zealand) 2, Tom Wilson (Scotland) 3, Peter 
Nitz (Austria) 4, George Bayne (Scotland) 
5, John Conlan (Australia) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 
(Brian Quinn and Martin Ngataki) 1; 
Australia (John Conlan and Les Arkle) 2; 
Scotland (Tom Wilson and George Bayne) 
3; England (George Mudge and Norman 
Lloyd) 4; Royal Bath & West (Robert 
Bull and William Roberts) 5; Wales (John 
Davies and David Williams) 6.
Individual blade shearing: Peter Casserly 
(New Zealand) 1; Bruce Davidson (New 
Zealand) 2; Peter Burnett (New Zealand) 
3; Mike Marshall (New Zealand) 4; 
Donny Hammond (New Zealand) 5; 
Paddy O’Neill (New Zealand) 6. (No other 
countries represented at this event.)

1984 Royal Bath & West, England
Individual machine shearing: Tom Wilson 
(Scotland) 1, John Fagan (New Zealand) 2, 
Robert Bull (England) 3, Colin King (New 
Zealand) 4, George Bayne (Scotland) 5, 
Peter Nitz (Austria) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 
(John Fagan and Colin King) 1; Royal Bath 
& West (Peter Nitz and Kelly Aitkinson) 2; 
Wales (John Davies and David Williams) 
3; Ireland (Billy Donnellan and Sean 
Madden) 4; Northern Ireland (Alan 
Crockett and Robert Harkness) 5. Australia, 
Scotland	and	England	were	all	disqualified.

1986 Perth, Australia
Individual machine shearing: Mark Conlan 
(Australia) 1, David Fagan (New Zealand) 
2, Rick Pivac (New Zealand) 3, John 
Ifor Davies (Wales) 4, George Bayne 
(Scotland) 5, Alan Derryman (England) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 
(David Fagan and Rick Pivac) 1; Australia 
(Mark Conlan and Robin Hanrahan) 2; 
Wales (John TL Davies and John Ifor 
Davies) 3. (Placings determined by 
aggregated heats points).  

1988 Masterton, New Zealand
Individual machine shearing: David Fagan 
(New Zealand) 1, Stephen Dodds (New 
Zealand) 2; Alan Derryman (England) 3, 
Robert Bull (England) 4, George Bayne 
(Scotland) 5, John TL Davies (Wales) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 
(David Fagan and Stephen Dodds) 1; 
Europe (George Bayne and Arwyn Jones) 
2; Wales John TL Davies and John Ifor 
Davies) 3; England (Robert Bull and Alan 
Derryman) 4; Scotland (Tom Wilson and 
Colin MacGregor) 5; Western Australia 
(David Lawrence and Bill Moorehead) 6.
Individual blade shearing: Tony Dobbs 
(New Zealand) 1; John Kennedy (New 
Zealand) 2; Peter Race (New Zealand) 
3; Peter Burnett (New Zealand) 4; David 
Gillespie (New Zealand) 5; Peter Corder 
(New Zealand) 6. (No other countries were 
represented at this event.)
Individual woolhandling: Susan Puhipuhi 
(New Zealand) 1, Gina Nathan (New 
Zealand) 2, Elsie Karekare (New Zealand) 
3, Angelique Godbold (New Zealand) 4, 
Raelene Howes (New Zealand) 5. (No 
other countries were represented at this 
event.)

1992 Royal Bath & West, England
Individual machine shearing: David Fagan 
(New Zealand) 1, Steven Lloyd (England) 
2, Tom Wilson (Scotland) 3, George Bayne 
(Scotland) 4, Wyn Jones (Wales) 5, Peder 
Ravndal (Norway) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 
(David Fagan and Kevin Walsh) 1; 
Scotland (George Bayne and Tom Wilson) 
2; Wales (Wyn Jones and John Pughe) 3; 
Golden Shears Europe (Steven Lloyd and 
Alan Derryman) 4, England (Robert Bull 
and Barry Goodsell) 5, Norway (Rolf 
Gravdal and Peder Ravndal) 6.
1994 Royal Welsh Builth Wells, Wales
Individual machine shearing: Alan 
MacDonald (New Zealand) 1, David 
Fagan (New Zealand) 2, Nicky Beynon 
(Wales) 3, Steven Lloyd (England) 4, 
Peder Ravndal (Norway) 5, Tom Wilson 
(Scotland) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 
(David Fagan and Alan MacDonald) 
1, Scotland (Tom Wilson and George 
Bayne) 2; Wales (Nicky Beynon and John 
Pughe) 3, England (Steven Lloyd and 
Alan Derryman) 4, Norway (Rolf Gravdal 
and Peder Ravndal) 5, Australia (Terry 
O’Connor and Philip Pretlove) 6.

1996 Masterton, New Zealand
Individual machine shearing: David 
Fagan (New Zealand) 1, Colin King (New 
Zealand) 2, Tom Wilson (Scotland) 3, Alan 

Derryman (England) 4, Nicky Beynon 
(Wales) 5, George Bayne (Scotland) 6.
Team machine shearing: Scotland (George 
Bayne and Tom Wilson) 1, Australia (Dion 
Morrell and Peter Artridge) 2, Wales 
(Nicky Beynon and John T L Davies) 
3, England (Alan Derryman and Rob 
Gardner) 4, Norway (Rolf Gravdal and 
Peder Ravndal) 5, New Zealand (David 
Fagan and Colin King dq 6.
Individual blade shearing: Zingisele 
Elliot Ntsombo (Lesotho) 1, Tony Dobbs 
(New Zealand) 2, Oneboy Naunau (South 
Africa) 3; Noel Handley (New Zealand) 
4, Doug Rathke (USA) 5, Andrew Wear 
(England) 6.
Individual woolhandling: Patrick Shelford 
(New Zealand) 1, Gina Nathan (New 
Zealand) 2, Joanne Kumeroa (New Zealand) 
3, Heidi Blake (Falkland Islands) 4.

1998 Gorey, Ireland
Individual machine shearing: David 
Fagan (New Zealand) 1, Paul Avery (New 
Zealand) 2, Steven Lloyd (England) 3, 
Nicky Beynon (Wales) 4, Willie Jones 
(Northern Ireland) 5, John Pughe (Wales) 
6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 
(David Fagan and Paul Avery) 1, Wales 
(Nicky Beynon and John Pughe) 2; 
Scotland (Tom Wilson and Doug Lambie) 
3, England (Steven Lloyd and Alan 
Derryman) 4, Northern Ireland (Willie 
Jones and Roger Bell) 5, United States 
(Randy Helms and Chris Cornett) 6.
Individual blade shearing: Zweliwile Elias 
Hans (South Africa) 1, Alex McDonald 
(New Zealand) 2, Noel Handley (New 
Zealand) 3, Siyongosi Samuel Nkomoyi 
(South Africa) 4, Kevin Ford (USA) 5, 
Elfed Wyn Jackson (Wales) 6.
Individual woolhandling: Angharad Mair 
Lewis (Wales), Craig Rowsell (Australia), 
Oti Mason (New Zealand), Alison McNeil 
(Scotland), Marion Kelly (Australia), Tom 
Dodd (Norway) 6.

2000 Bloemfontein, South Africa
Individual machine shearing: Shannon 
Warnest (Australia) 1, Darin Forde (New 
Zealand) 2, Charles August (Lesotho) 3, 
Ross Thompson (Australia) 4, John Emslie 
(New Zealand) 5, Kenneth Norman (South 
Africa) 6.
Team machine shearing: Australia 
(Shannon Warnest and Ross Thompson) 
1, New Zealand (Darin Forde and John 
Emslie) 2, Scotland (Hamish Mitchell and 
Tom Wilson) 3, Lesotho (Charles August 
and Albert Teisi) 4, South Africa (Kenneth 
Norman and James Zingane) 5, France 
(Daniel Boillot and Dennis Negre) 6.
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Individual blade shearing: Zweliwile Elias 
Hans (South Africa) 1, Zingisele Elliot 
Ntsombo (Lesotho) 2, Noel Handley (New 
Zealand) 3, Siyongosi Samuel Nkomoyi 
(South Africa) 4, Alex McDonald (New 
Zealand) 5, Samuel Juba (Lesotho) 6.
Individual woolhandling: Aroha Garvin 
(Australia 1, Eileen Evans (Australia) 2; 
Leanne Peeti (New Zealand 3.
Team woolhandling: New Zealand (Tina 
Rimene and Leanne Peeti) 1; Australia 
(Aroha Garvin and Eileen Evans) 2; South 
Africa (Richard Khontsiwe and Abraham 
Faba) 3.

2003 Royal Highland Edinburgh, 
Scotland
Individual machine shearing: David Fagan 
(New Zealand)1, Tom Wilson (Scotland) 2, 
Dean Ball (New Zealand) 3, Nicky Beynon 
(Wales) 4, Steven Lloyd (England) 5, 
Kieran McCullough (Northern Ireland) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 
(David Fagan and Dean Ball) 1, Scotland 
(Tom Wilson and Hamish Mitchell) 2, 
Wales (Nicky Beynon and Andrew Morris) 
3, England (Steven Lloyd and Andrew 
Percy) 4, Ireland (David Kingston and 
Tom Kennedy) 5, Northern Ireland (Kieran 
McCullough and Willie Jones) 6.
Individual blade shearing: Zingisele Elliot 
Ntsombo (Lesotho) 1, Zweliwile Elias 
Hans (South Africa) 2, Siyongosi Samuel 
Nkomoyi (South Africa) 3, Peter Race 
(New Zealand) 4, Bill Michelle (New 
Zealand) 5, Tom McKellar (Scotland) 6.
Individual woolhandling: Joanne Kumeroa 
(New Zealand) 1, Bronwen Tango (Wales) 
2, Alison McNeil (Scotland) 3. (Also Tina 
Rimene (New Zealand), Jorunn Vesteroy 
(Norway) and Aileen Fisher (Scotland).

2005 Toowoomba, Australia
Individual machine shearing: Shannon 
Warnest (Australia) 1, Daniel McIntyre 
(Australia) 2, Kenneth Norman (South 
Africa) 3, Grant Smith (New Zealand) 4, 
Gavin Mutch (Scotland) 5, David Fagan 
(New Zealand) 6.
Team machine shearing: Australia 
(Shannon Warnest and Daniel McIntyre) 
1, New Zealand (David Fagan and Grant 
Smith) 2, South Africa (Kenneth Norman 
and Charles August) 3, Scotland (Gavin 
Mutch and Hamish Mitchell) 4, Falkland 
Islands (Paul Phillips and Jan Clarke) 5, 
England (Stephen Capstick and Craig 
Stone) 6.
Individual blade shearing: Zingisele 
Elliot Ntsombo (Lesotho) 1, Bangani Joel 
(South Africa) 2, Sokosele Doba (Lesotho) 
3, Shane Casserly (New Zealand) 4, 
Zweliwile Elias Hans (South Africa) 5, 

Bill Michelle (New Zealand) 6.
Individual woolhandling: Joanne Kumeroa 
(New Zealand) 1, Louise Taylor (Australia) 
2, Tina Rimene (New Zealand) 3, Alison 
McNeil (Scotland) 4, Axel Khuma (South 
Africa) 5, Sian Bacon (Australia) 6.
Team woolhandling: New Zealand (Joanne 
Kumeroa and Tina Rimene) 1, Wales 
(Bronwen Tango and Alwen Eidda) 2, 
Australia (Louise Taylor and Sian Bacon) 
3, England (Hilary Bond and Anne Lloyd) 
4, Northern Ireland (Jayne Harkness and 
Hilary Gordon) 5, South Africa (Axel 
Khuma and Markus Hanekom) 6.

2008 Bjerkreim, Norway
Individual machine shearing: Paul Avery 
(New Zealand) 1, John Kirkpatrick (New 
Zealand) 2, Kieran McCullough (Northern 
Ireland) 3, Stephen Capstick (England) 
4, Hamish Mitchell (Scotland) 5, Gavin 
Mutch (Scotland) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 
(Paul Avery and John Kirkpatrick) 1; 
England (Stephen Capstick and Steven 
Lloyd) 2; Wales (Nicky Beynon and 
Gareth Daniel) 3; Australia (Shannon 
Warnest	and	Jason	Wingfield)	4;	Scotland	
(Hamish Mitchell and Gavin Mutch) 5; 
Northern Ireland (Willie Jones and Kieran 
McCullough) 6.
Individual blade shearing: Zweliwile Elias 
Hans (South Africa) 1, Sokosele Doba 
(Lesotho) 2; Piet Sekete (Lesotho) 3; 
Siyongosi Samuel Nkomoyi (South Africa) 
4, Peter Race (New Zealand) 5, George 
Mudge (England) 6.
Team blade shearing: Lesotho (Piet Sekete 
and Sokosele Doba) 1; South Africa 
(Zweliwile Elias Hans and Siyongosi 
Nkomoyi) 2; New Zealand (Bill Michelle 
and Peter Race) 3; England (George 
Mudge and Andrew Mudge) 4; Wales 
(Elfed Wyn Jackson and John Trefor 
Jones) 5; Australia (John Dalla and David 
Neumann) 6.
Individual woolhandling: Sheree Alabaster 
(New Zealand) 1, Joanne Kumeroa (New 
Zealand) 2; Stina Bakkedal (Norway) 3.
Team woolhandling: New Zealand (Joanne 
Kumeroa and Sheree Alabaster) 1; Norway 
(Jorunn Vesteroy and Stina Bakkedal) 2; 
Czech Republic (Lucie Kubesova and 
Magdalena Srubarova) 3.

2010 Royal Welsh Builth Wells, Wales
Individual machine shearing: Cam 
Ferguson (New Zealand) 1, David 
Fagan (New Zealand) 2, Gareth Daniel 
(Wales) 3, Gareth Evans (Wales) 4, Gavin 
Mutch (Scotland) 5, Kieran McCullough 
(Northern Ireland) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 

(David Fagan and Cam Ferguson) 1, 
Wales (Gareth Daniel and Gareth Evans) 
2; Scotland (Hamish Mitchell and 
Gavin Mutch) 3; Northern Ireland (John 
Buchanan and Kieran McCullough) 4, 
England (Mark Fox and Steven Lloyd) 
5, Falkland Islands (Jan Clarke and Lee 
Molkenbuhr) 6.
Individual blade shearing: Zingisele 
Elliot Ntsombo (Lesotho) 1; Sokosele 
Doba (Lesotho) 2; Brian Thomson (New 
Zealand) 3; David Ferguson (Scotland) 4; 
Mayenseke Shweni (South Africa) 5; John 
Dalla (Australia) 6.
Team blade shearing: South Africa 
(Bangani Joel and Mayenseke Shweni) 
1; Lesotho (Sokosele Doba and Zingisele 
Elliot Ntsombo) 2; New Zealand (Allen 
Gemmell and Brian Thomson) 3; England 
(Andrew Mudge and George Mudge) 
4; Scotland (David Ferguson and Willie 
Shaw) 5; Ireland (Peter Heraty and Sean 
O’Sullivan) 6.
Individual woolhandling: Bronwen Tango 
(Wales) 1, Sheree Alabaster (New Zealand) 
2, Meinir Evans (Wales) 3.
Team woolhandling: New Zealand (Sheree 
Alabaster and Keryn Herbert) 1; Wales 
(Meinir Evans and Bronwen Tango) 2; 
Scotland (Leanne Bertram and Stacey 
Mundell) 3.

2012 Masterton, New Zealand
Individual machine shearing: Gavin 
Mutch (Scotland) 1, Cam Ferguson 
(New Zealand) 2, John Kirkpatrick (New 
Zealand) 3, Shannon Warnest (Australia) 
4, Gareth Daniel (Wales) 5, Adam Berry 
(England) 6.
Team machine shearing: New Zealand 
(John Kirkpatrick and Cam Ferguson) 
1, Scotland (Gavin Mutch and Hamish 
Mitchell) 2, Wales (Richard Jones and 
Gareth Daniel) 3; Australia (Shannon 
Warnest and Nathan Meaney) 4, Falkland 
Islands (Evan Jones and Lee Molkenbuhr) 
5; France (Daniel Boillot and Thimoleon 
Resneau) 6.
Individual blade shearing: Zweliwile 
Elias Hans (South Africa) 1; Mayenseke 
Shweni (South Africa) 2; Mike McConnell 
(New Zealand) 3; Brian Thomson (New 
Zealand) 4; Gareth Pennant Owen (Wales) 
5; William Craig (Scotland) 6.
Team blade shearing: South Africa 
(Zweliwile Elias Hans and Mayenseke 
Shweni) 1; New Zealand (Mike McConnell 
and Brian Thomson) 2; Wales (Elfed Wyn 
Jackson and Gareth Pennant Owen) 
3; Scotland (William Craig and Mark 
Armstrong) 4; Australia (Nick Denniss and 
Peter Artridge) 5; England (Andrew Wear 
and George Mudge) 6.
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Individual woolhandling: Joel Henare 
(New Zealand) 1; Joanne Kumeroa (New 
Zealand) 2; Aroha Garvin (Australia) 
3; Jonathan Haakull (Norway) 4.Team 
woolhandling: New Zealand (Joel Henare 
and Joanne Kumeroa) 1; Australia (Aroha 
Garvin and Rachael Hutchison) 2; Falkland 
Islands (Victoria Jane Lee and Samantha 
Hirtle) 3.

2014 Gorey, Ireland
Individual machine shearing: Rowland 
Smith (New Zealand) 1, Gavin Mutch 
(Scotland) 2, Hamish Mitchell (Scotland) 3, 
Gareth Daniel (Wales) 4, John Kirkpatrick 
(New Zealand) 5, Shannon Warnest 
(Australia) 6.
Team machine shearing: Scotland (Gavin 
Mutch and Hamish Mitchell) 1, Wales 
(Gareth Daniel and Richard Jones) 2, 
New Zealand (Rowland Smith and John 
Kirkpatrick) 3, Ireland (Ivan Scott and Tom 
Kennedy) 4, Australia (Shannon Warnest 
and	Jason	Wingfield)	5,	Northern	Ireland	
(Jack Robinson and Ian Montgomery) 6.
Individual blade shearing: Mayenseke 
Shweni (South Africa) 1; Zweliwile Elias 
Hans (South Africa) 2; Tony Dobbs (New 
Zealand) 3; Brian Thomson (New Zealand) 
4; Elfed Wyn Jackson (Wales) 5; George 
Mudge (England) 6.
Team blade shearing: South Africa 
(Zweliwile Elias Hans and Mayenseke 
Shweni) 1; New Zealand (Tony Dobbs 
and Brian Thomson) 2; Australia (John 
Dalla and Ken French) 3; Wales (Elfed 
Wyn Jackson and Gareth Pennant Owen) 
4; Ireland (Peter Heraty and Seamus Joyce) 
5; England (George Mudge and Andrew 
Wear) 6.
Individual woolhandling: Hilary Bond 
(England) 1; Veronica Goss (New Zealand) 
2; Jonathan Haakull (Norway) 3; Leanne 
Bertram (Scotland) 4, Aled Jones (Wales) 
5, Meinir Evans (Wales) 6.
Team woolhandling: Wales (Meinir Evans 
and Aled Jones) 1; New Zealand (Joel 
Henare and Veronica Goss) 2; Scotland 
(Leanne Bertram and Kirsty Donald) 3.

2017 Invercargill, New Zealand
Individual Machine shearing: John 
Kirkpatrick (New Zealand) 61.554 1; 
Gavin Mutch (Scotland), 62.907 2; Nathan 
Stratford (New Zealand) 63.818 3; Ivan 
Scott (Ireland) 66.530 4; Hamish Mitch 
(Scotland) 67.688 5; Jack Robinson 
(Northern Ireland) 70.986 6. 
Individual Blade shearing: Mayenseke 
Shweni (South Africa) 74.189 1; Tony 
Dobbs (New Zealand) 75.992 2; Phil 
Oldfield	(New	Zealand)	81.123	3;	Bongani	
Joel (South Africa) 84.034 4; Ken French 

(Australia) 92.098 5; John Dalla (Australia) 
93.697 6.
Individual Woolhandling: Joel Henare 
(New Zealand) 107.82 1; Maryanne Baty 
(New Zealand) 152.47 2; Tina Elers (Cook 
Islands) 205.28 3; Sophie Huf (Australia) 
224.69 4.
Teams Machine shearing: New Zealand 
(John Kirkpatrick and Nathan Stratford) 
66.373 1; Scotland (Hamish Mitchell and 
Gavin Mutch) 67.083 2; Australia (Shannon 
Warnest	and	Jason	Wingfield)	72.674	3;	
Northern Ireland (Ian Montgomery and 
Jack Robinson) 74.184 4; Wales (Ian Jones 
and Gwion Evans) 75.409 5; Ireland (Ivan 
Scott and Stanley Allingham) 77.273 6.
Teams Blade shearing: South Africa 
(Mayenseke Shweni and Bangani Joel) 
78.299 1; New Zealand (Tony Dobbs and 
Phil	Oldfield)	 84.816	2;	Australia	 (Ken	
French and John Dalla) 100.507 3; Ireland 
(Peter Heraty and Noel Joyce) 114.821 
4; England (George Mudge and Andrew 
Mudge) 115.902 5; Wales (Gareth Owen 
and Elfed Wyn Jackson) 122.078 6.
Teams Woolhandling: New Zealand (Joel 
Henare and Maryanne Baty) 99.762 1; 
Australia (Melanie Morris and Sophie Huf) 
141.464 2; Cook Islands (Tina Elers and 
Maiden Elers) 169.750 3.

2019 Le Dorat, France
Individual Machine shearing: (20 sheep): 
Richard Jones (Wales) 1; Rowland 
Smith (New Zealand) 2; Cam Ferguson 
(New Zealand) 3; Ivan Scott (Ireland) 4; 
Calum Shaw (Scotland) 5; Jack Robinson 
(Northern Ireland) 6. 
Individual Blade shearing (six sheep): Allan 
Oldfield	 (New	Zealand)	 1;	Mayenseke	
Shweni (South Africa) 2; Bonile Rabela 

(South Africa) 3; Tony Dobbs (New 
Zealand) 4; Johnathon Dalla (Australia) 
5; Andrew Mudge (England) 6. 
Individual Woolhandling: Aled Jones 
(Wales) 1; Rosie Kennan (Scotland) 2; 
Pagan Karauria (New Zealand) 3; Sheree 
Alabaster (New Zealand) 4.
Teams Machine shearing (20 sheep): 
Scotland (Gavin Mutch/Calum Shaw) 
1; Wales (Alun Lloyd Jones/Richard 
Jones) 2; New Zealand (Cam Ferguson/
Rowland Smith) 3; England (Adam Berry/
Stuart Connor) 4; Northern Ireland (Jack 
Robinson/Ivan Scott) 5; France (Loic 
Leygonie/Thimoleon Resneau) 6.
Teams Blade shearing (six sheep): New 
Zealand	 (Tony	Dobbs/Allan	Oldfield)	1;	
South Africa (Bonile Rabela/Mayenseke 
Shweni) 2; England (Andrew Mudge/
George Mudge) 3; Australia (Johnathon 
Dalla/Ken French) 4; Ireland (Peter 
Heraty/Martin Hopkins) 5; Scotland (Mark 
Armstrong/Brian Perks) 6.
Teams woolhandling: New Zealand 
(Sheree Alabaster & Pagan Karauria) 
1; Scotland (Rosie Keenan & Audrey 
Lamb) 2; France (Lucie Grancher & Adele 
Lemercier) 3.

* * * * * *
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We have vacancies for professional shearers, shedhands and 
pressers	to	staff	our	Ashburton-based	shearing	run.	We	offer	
excellent accommodation, top pay rates and steady, year-
round work with busy main-shear and pre-lamb runs.

Phone: Office 03 302 7541; 
Grant Smith 0272 413  010 

Accoustic wool panels – new innovation
News Release from Hon Damien O’Conner, Min. Agriculture.
A New Zealand company with backing from the Government, 
has	successfully	developed	a	world-first	fire	resistant,	acoustic	
wall panel for commercial interiors made entirely from New 
Zealand strong wool, Agriculture Minister Damien O’Connor 
announced earlier this month. 

‘T&R Interior Systems Limited (T&R) has spent the past 
two	years	refining	its	wool	panels	to	ensure	they	meet	New	
Zealand’s	 strict	 building	 and	fire	 compliance	 standards,’	
Damien O’Connor said. ‘They’ve nailed it and are now taking 
their product to market.’ 

The new product, Floc Panels, was launched in Wellington 
on 8 November 2022. 

‘Floc wall panels use strong wool to eliminate common 
acoustic issues such as echoes and reverberation, which are 
vital	in	open-plan	offices	and	classrooms,’	Damien	O’Connor	
said. ‘What’s more, the panels provide a sustainable and more 
environmentally friendly alternative to existing products, 
which are predominantly made from synthetic materials. 
These selling points will resonate in our export markets. 

‘We’re excited for our sheep farmers to have a new high-
value, innovative product on the market made from strong 
wool. Innovations likes these will help them maximise their 
earning potential.’  

T&R received $303,200 from the Ministry for Primary 
Industries’ Sustainable Food and Fibre Futures fund to 
accelerate pre-commercial development of the wool panels.  

‘Most existing acoustic products in are imported from 
overseas, so it’s great that a smart Kiwi company has invested 
to create this homegrown product,’ Damien O’Connor said. 

‘The acoustic panel market is growing globally, and the 
domestic market alone currently worth NZD$35-50 million 
annually. Allied Market research has forecast the global 
market to increase by 6.3 percent to US$13.8 billion by 2031.  

‘We expect the amount of wool used will increase 
substantially as we access new export markets with this 
product. 

‘This project with T&R is just one of 15 projects funded 
through SFF Futures to date that are aimed at re-energising 
our strong wool sector, with a total Government investment 
of $14.69 million. It complements our establishment of Wool 
Impact, which is charged with driving innovation and demand 
for our strong wool.

‘It	 also	 aligns	 to	 the	Government’s	 and	 food	 and	fibre	
sector roadmap Fit for a Better World, in particular its goal of 
lifting the performance of our wool sector as we aim to boost 
sustainability, productivity and jobs over 10 years.

‘I’m focused on seeing strong wool providing a lucrative 
revenue stream for our sheep and beef farmers into the future 
and applaud the work of T&R,’ Damien O’Connor said.

Campaign For Wool chairman Tom O’Sullivan says he  had 
the pleasure of attending the T&R Interiors impressive launch 
of their new ‘FLOC’ wool acoustic tile product in Wellington. 

‘I would have to say this is one of the most exciting 
innovations for New Zealand strong wool that I have seen 
since starting with the Campaign for Wool. 

‘The event was attended by approximately 80 people from 
various industries including; government, MPI, wool industry, 
architects,	 designers,	 specifiers	 and	 commercial	 entities.	
Please do share this exciting news for the NZ strong wool 
industry, Tom O’Sullivan says.

Find out more about the product on https://www.floc.nz/.

Top: Some of the attendees at the launch of T&R Interiors’  
‘Floc’ accoustic wall panels in Wellington this month. Above: 
A demonstration of wool’s fire resistence compared with 
polyester. Compelling argument! (Photos supplied.)
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‘Fully Woolly’ collaboration saving more than 
half a tonne of synthetics from landfill

Amanda Dorset of Wilson & Dorset says she was ‘sick to 
death’ of carefully crafting natural, 100% woollen products 
for a market of conscientious consumers, then having no 
option	but	to	stuff	them	with	synthetics.

Wilson & Dorset, designers and makers of beautiful 
sheepskin	furnishings	and	based	in	Wānaka,	has	just	launched	
a series of home décor pieces that are now ‘fully woolly’ 
– both outside and in. Collaborating with a similarly future-
focused wool brand – Wisewool – Amanda and husband 
Ben Wilson’s stunning sheepskin cushions and stackable 
‘stone’	 sets	 are	 now	filled	with	Wisewool’s	 revolutionary	
engineered wool.

It’s a huge sigh of relief for Amanda, who says Wilson 
& Dorset have been focused on better outcomes from the 
planet	for	some	time,	but	just	couldn’t	find	a	suitable	supplier	
of	natural	filling.	When	renowned	chef	and	restaurateur	Al	
Brown introduced Amanda to Harry Urquhart-Hay, one of 
Wisewool’s founders, the pair immediately saw the potential 
to work together. 

‘As the world learns more about the peril the planet is in, 
there’s rising demand for 100% renewable, sustainable and 
biodegradable	fibres	that	offer	style,	form	and	functionality,’	
says Amanda. ‘We could no longer, in good conscience, 
contribute	 to	 the	 climate	 emergency	by	filling	our	natural	
woollen products with petrochemical based synthetics. As 
the saying goes, ‘what’s inside matters’. 

Wisewool’s	wool	fill	provided	us	a	100%	natural	offering	
and was the solution to us maintaining environmental 
integrity.’
By	using	Wisewool	wool	fill	inside	its	cushions	and	stone	

sets	 –	which	 act	 as	 bolsters	 or	floor	 furniture	 for	 leaning	
against, working on or relaxing into – more than 600kg of 
imported	polyester	fill	will	be	saved	each	year	from	eventually	
ending	up	in	landfill.	
‘Soon,	our	shaggy	sheepskin	beanbags	will	also	be	filled	

with wool, saving a further 350,000 litres of nasty synthetic 
‘beans’ from being manufactured and used.’
Harry	Urquhart-Hay	 says	 using	wool	 fill	 is	 good	 news	

for New Zealand, the planet, and for the strong wool sector 
locally. ‘At Wisewool, one of our key values is to improve 
strong wool prices for our farmers,’ says Harry. ‘We do this 
by	taking	their	incredible	fibre,	which	already	has	a	reputation	
for being the best wool in the world, and developing it into 
a value-add, branded product. At our plant near Matamata, 
we engineer New Zealand strong wool into woollen ‘buds’ 
and woollen ‘cloud’. 

‘Working with Callaghan Innovation and the University 
of Otago’s textile department, we’ve learnt to harness the 
compressional resilience of wool. Therefore, we can replace 
synthetic	filling	with	our	premium	equivalent	where	loft	is	
required	–	from	puffer	jackets	to	pillows	to	sofas.’

‘This is a collection I can say we’re truly proud of through 
and through,’ says Amanda. ‘Each product is of the land, 
harnessing wool’s natural attributes, and will return to the 
land and fully break down at the end of its long life.’
Wilson	&	Dorset’s	industry-first	‘fully	woolly’	furnishing	

series is now available to purchase online at 
www.wilsondorset.com
(Story supplied.)

Above: Ben Wilson and Amanda Dorset with Tom O’Sullivan 
(Campaign for Wool) and Harry Urquhart-Hay from Wisewool.  
Below: Wisewool samples. (Out, damned polystyrene!) (Jodie 
James images.)
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Johnny Hape (1900-1969) – a ‘Hall of Famer’?
By Des Williams
Many are the stories about our iconic 
shearing names yet to be written, but 
high on the list is that of Johnny Hape 
(1900-1969) and the Hape whanau from 
Dannevirke. We believe Johnny would 
be a ‘certainty’ for inclusion in a New 
Zealand Shearing Hall of Fame and we 
publish the following ‘snippets’ from 
‘Sheep-O!, written by AR Mills and 
published by (AH & AW Reed, 1960) 
in support of that contention:

Johnny Hape was an outstanding 
shearer, and he was the yardstick by 
which I measured all others. If ever 
a shearer got his sheep easily it was 
Johnny – always the same number of 
steps in and out of the catching pen. He 
shore with methodical precision – the 
same number of blows to each sheep – 
and his work was invariably clean, an 
object lesson to all in the shed with him.

He had been schooled by his father, 
who held him down to a daily tally 
of 150 for several seasons, until one 
morning he said, ‘Right Johnny, you 
can open out now.’ Johnny did just that. 
He immediately ‘rang the shed’ and was 
never beaten from that morning until the 
day he knocked off shearing. He never 
became a world record holder, but then 
he never made an attempt.

* * * * * *
AR Mills discussed several multi-stand 
shed tallies, including an eight-stand 
tally by the Hape gang at Waewaepa 
Station, near Dannevirke (c1921): 
Johnny Hape  himself was away out in 
front with 373, followed by Patterson 
311, Chase 309, Hoterini 308, with the 
rest of them see-sawing between the 
last mentioned figure and that of the 
‘drummer’, who did no fewer than 291. 
It was a lot of sheep to go through eight 
portholes in a day – 2460 of them.

* * * * * *
Johnny Hape, Bill Higgins and Ivan 
Bowen have the fastest ‘last side’ of any 
shearers that I have seen ...

* * * * * *
… Writing now only of machine shearers 
that I have actually seen, I believe Bill 
Higgins in his day was a real champion 
both for quantity and quality. Later 
Johnny Hape, amongst a galaxy of 
talent, stood out as a shining star in the 
shearing firmament.

* * * * * *
Johnny Hape started his shearing career 
at an early age in one of his father’s 
gangs. Well on in the year when he 
took his first stand, the station owner 
took a liking to him for his good clean 
work. When a difference of opinion 
arose, which resulted in a gang from 
a distant district taking over the shed, 
Johnny was asked to come back, and 
told that there would always be a stand 
for him. He turned up the next year to 
find himself among strangers but, true 
to his promise, the boss insisted that he 
be given a stand. The new contractor, 
himself a 300-a-day man, did not take 
too kindly to it. He thought that Johnny 
was just a shed rouseabout and, finding 
out that he could shear a little more than 
sixty sheep, passed many sneering and 
sarcastic remarks.

‘The boss’s white haired little boy,’ 
he said. ‘The lolly-pop lad - why don’t 
you get your bag and trot off to school? 
Johnny endured it all, finished the shed 
and went on his shearing way. But it 
rankled and he never forgot the crude 
drubbing meted out to him.

Some years later, after he had climbed 
well up the tally ladder, Johnny journeyed 
many miles, sought out that contractor, 
and asked him for a stand in one of his 
gangs. Much to his pleasure he was 
given one and was pleased also to know 
that the man from whom he had taken so 
much abuse was still actively shearing.

But Johnny was too impetuous, too 
eager for revenge. He could contain 
himself no longer. He burst out, ‘You 

treated me badly once, and you called 
me the lolly-pop boy. I couldn’t shear 
much then but I can now and this same 
lolly-pop boy is going to have a go at you 
to see who is the better man.’

Johnny’s ambition was never realised. 
That contractor gave Johnny a stand 
all right but never in the same shed as 
himself. Johnny Hape’s fame as a shearer 
of speed and class was at that time known 
far and wide and his reputation had 
preceded him. 

The time came for Johnny to give 
up active shearing and he took up 
contracting, having among his several 
gangs many of the best high tally men in 
the country. One day he arrived with one 
of his gangs at Akitio station and, with 
the boss, was admiring the sheep which 
were waiting to be shorn.

‘Yes Johnny,’ the boss said, ‘I’ve seen 
the day when you could shear 350 of 
those but now you couldn’t do 300.’

Now Johnny had not shorn a sheep for 
a long time and the intervening years 
had added many inches to his girth but 
he replied, ‘Oh I don’t know about that. 
I think I could struggle up to 300.’

The outcome of it all was the wager of 
a new handpiece against the price of one, 
and Johnny came away with a brand new 
‘Wolseley #10’, which he won with ease 
with a tally of over 320 sheep. 

Truly a shearer never forgets …
* * * * * *

This magazine has several times 
suggested establishing a ‘New Zealand 
Shearing Industry Hall of Fame’. 
Following the above ‘initial investigation’ 
into Johnny Hape’s claims for inclusion, 
we now nominate the first twelve 
‘inductees’ (all deceased) for comment:

Johnny Hape (1900-1969)

New Zealand Shearing Industry
Hall of Fame

James Apes (1855-1938)
Alex Hutchinson (1865-1943)

Raihania Rimitiriu (1868-1934)
Ihakara ‘Ike’ Robin (1886-1968)

Bill Vella (1886-1971)
George Stuart (1890-1953)

Bill Higgins (1894-1939)
Johnny Hape (1900-1969)

Percy de Malmanche (1902-1968)
Bill Richards (1907-1995)
Ivan Bowen (1915-2007)

Godfrey Bowen (1922-1994)
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Above: NZ Wool Board instructor Allan Roffey with trainee, Vic Sullivan of Temuka.
Opposite: Grant Scott of Paeroa using the oilstone.

By Des Williams
Back in the mid-to-late 1960s when this writer was a growing 
lad on a Western Southland sheep and dairy farm, the arrival 
of the Weekly News in the mailbox usually started a stampede 
among family members wanting get their hands on it for the  
‘first	read’.	(But	Dad	always	won!)

As the title suggests, it was a ‘weekly’ occurrance, bringing 
news from the far end of New Zealand – the big smoke of 
Auckland. In fact, the paper was usually referred to by ‘older 
members’ as the ‘Auckland Weekly’, which could possibly 
have been an earlier name for it. It was published by the same 
company that produced the New Zealand Herald, though that 
was unappreciated by we Southland farmers at the time.

But it brought wondrous news from afar and featured a 
centre-spread	of	at	least	eight	pages	filled	with	photographs	
on higher quality, glossy paper. These pages often featured 
sporting activity like the All Blacks playing touring rugby 
teams,  or large photos of Peter Snell at the 1960 and 1964 
Olympic Games. Photos that were souvenired and carefully 
pinned up on bedroom walls! Ah, what a treasure that Weekly 
paper in its distinctive pink cover was back then – much more 
exciting	than	flicking	through	an	app	on	a	smartphone	today!

So what brought on this bout of nostalgia? Well, the writer 
recently acquired several boxes of old  ‘Weekly News’ from 
ex-library stock and was able to re-live many of the stories and 
photos remembered from so long ago.

And among the stories rediscovered was the one that follows 
– written by the ‘South Island correspondent’ Les Bloxham 
(1938-2009), about a blade shearing course at Rakaia in 1971. 
We trust the original publisher would appreciate the item again 
seeing the light of day without worrying about technicalities 
like Copyright permissions!

City paper visits the country

And so, to Les Bloxham’s impressions of blade shearing 50 
years ago. His story came with the heading:

No Shivers for these Shorn Sheep:
In spite of mechanisation in almost every other facet of the 

farming world, the rhythmical clicking of hand shears rather 
than the monotonous whirring of machine-operated ones 
can still be heard these days in some shearing sheds in New 
Zealand. And it is not because there is no electricity or that the 
farmers	are	now	so	hard	up	that	they	cannot	afford	to	buy	the	
machinery. It is done for the sake of the sheep.
Machine	shears,	unless	fitted	with	special	snow	combs,	cut	

the wool much closer to the skin than hand shears and leave 
the sheep with virtually no protection against cold weather. 
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But blade shearing, although slower and more expensive, 
leaves the animal with a valuable half-inch thick natural jersey.

Approximately three million sheep, mainly on the higher, 
more exposed back country of the South Island, are shorn by 
hand today. And the number is steadily increasing as other 
farmers, even on the lower lands of Canterbury Otago and 
Southland, realise the importance of that extra layer of wool, 
particularly after pre-lamb shearing in mid-winter.

As the trend increases so does the demand for men with 
the necessary skill and calloused hands to operate the blades, 
and it is to this end that the New Zealand Wool Board runs a 
fortnight-long training course each year.

Ten prospective young shearers attended this year’s course 
held on the property of Mr Bob Webster, near Rakaia, Mid-
Canterbury.	The	instructor	was	Mr	Allan	Roffey,	of	Timaru,	
who won the New Zealand blade shearing championships in 
1968 and 1969. 

The trainees, whose ages ranged from 16 to 30, received 
free board and meals but no pay while attending the school. 
They provided their own shears and oil stones and Mr Webster 
provided the sheep, mostly in-lamb Corriedale ewes.

Mishaps with the razor-sharp shears were remarkably few. 
Although several of the ewes could be embarrassed by a 
permanent reduction in facilities for their lambs, and several 
others required a stitch or two here and there, the bulk of the 
2000 sheep passed through the hands of the uninitiated without 
a nick.

In fact, some of the trainees appeared to be losing, in the 
form of blisters, more skin than the sheep.
‘It’s	pretty	tough	on	the	fingers	for	the	first	three	weeks,’	

said	Allan	Roffey.	‘Then	the	fingers	get	hard	and	calloused	
and things come right. The wrists, too, can play up if you go 
along too hard at the start of the season.’

Why then in today’s world of mechanisation does anyone 
bother to take on this back-breaking work?
‘Many	young	blokes	are	dead	keen	to	learn,’	said	Mr	Roffey,	

‘because working with blades is easier than working with 
machines. If a sheep moves out of position, you can move 
with it. Machine shears are, of course, attached to a shaft and 
movement is therefore much more restricted. And blades are 
a lot quieter. This appeals to the boys. They can swap yarns or 
listen to the radio while they work.’

While there is overwhelming evidence that blade shearing 
has saved the lives of many thousands of sheep during the often 
bitter storms of mid-winter, there is also a theory that wool 
will grow more quickly if it is not shorn too close to the skin.
‘It’s	a	hard	thing	to	prove,’	said	Mr	Roffey,	‘but	I	suppose	

it could be likened to trimming a hedge. Cut it back too hard 
and it takes longer to recover.’
At	the	end	of	the	course,	Mr	Roffey	examined	the	trainees.	

Those who could satisfactorily shear a sheep in less than six 
minutes and answer a number of questions on grinding and 
sharpening	their	blades	were	given	Wool	Board	certificates.	
But it will be at least three seasons before the shearers become 
really	proficient	and	capable	of	handling	between	150	and	200	
sheep a day. 

Is it worth it? At $30 a day, I guess so – calloused hands 
and all. 
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Neil Alfred Sidwell (1946-2022)
Northland shearing identity Neil Sidwell 
died at his Upper Waiwera Valley home 
on 19 July 2022, ‘with great courage 
and dignity, after a short illness. He was 
76-years-of-age.

A Shearing Sports New Zealand 
(SSNZ) statement issued shortly after 
Neil’s death described him as ‘the 
backbone of shearing sports in the 
North.’

‘Neil was a long-serving judging 
and	refereeing	official,	a	New	Zealand	
team manager and still a shearer as a 
champion of veterans events, staged 
regularly at the shows with which he 
was involved, including the Royal 
Easter Show in Auckland.

A dairy farmer and a shearer, Neil 
served for many years as a delegate to 
SSNZ	and	a	Certificate	acknowledging	
his service had been presented to him at 
a function earlier in the year.
Neil	was	a	finalist	in	the	Contribution	

to Rural Sport category at the NZ 
Rural Sports Awards in 2019. Raised at 
Waiwera, he had taken up shearing after 
leaving school and gradually progressed 
to dairy-farm ownerhip at Ruawai, where 
he farmed for about 30 years. In more 
recent years he returned to a life-style 
block at Waiwera and operated a mobile 
shearing plant.

NZ Rural Games Trust Founder 
Steve Hollander described Neil in 2019 
as a great ambassador for the sport of 
shearing	 and	 a	worthy	finalist	 in	 the	
Contribution to Sport category. ‘Neil was 
always there to support young shearers 
and, to be honest, anyone who needed a 
hand.’ RIP Neil Sidwell.

Bereavements

David Christopher Jackson (1952-2022)
Former Mossburn (Southland)-based 
shearing contractor Dave Jackson died 
at Dunedin Hospital on 9 November 
2022, in his 70th year. ‘Out in a blaze of 
glory to the shearing shed in the sky  to 
be reunited with his loved partner and 
#1 woolclasser, Celia, and the rest of the 
gang,’ ‘Jacko’s’ Southland Time’ death 
notice proclaimed.

Dave was involved in at least three 
shearing world record attempts. His own 
gang set a four-stand, nine-hour record 
at Mararoa Station, Mossburn, on 26 
January 1982, shearing 2111 Perendale 
ewes to better the previous mark set 
by Jack Dowd’s gang in 1974. Dave’s 
own tally at Mararoa was 554, with 
Peter Lyon (582), C Halley (491) and 
K Jackson (484) contributing the reset.

Dave was also the organiser for two 
unsuccessful attempts on the nine-
hour individual ewe record by Rei 
Rangiawha in January 1992. Although 
he had shorn an unofficial tally of 
656	 (matching	David	Fagan’s	 official	
record), Rangiawha had not been able 
to get near that total under world record 
conditions.

As organiser, Dave Jackson had 
several suggestions for the world records 
committee afterwards that he thought 
would be improvements on present 
practice. In regard to measuring wool 
weights, Dave suggested running 200 
sheep	at	random	from	the	record	flock,	
with every 20th sheep being taken out 
for shearing and weighing of wool. This 
was later adopted by the World records 
Committee as the standard procedure.

‘Good on ya Mate!’ RIP Dave Jackson.

Kevin Patrick Hart (1947-2022)
Not a shearer, but rural broadcaster Kevin 
Hart of Hamilton was a great advocate 
of shearing sports in particular through 
his long-running, Sunday morning 
Country Sport breakfast programme on 
Radio Sport. 

For several years Kevin would 
interview the editor of this magazine 
after Golden Shears, New Zealand 
championships and other major 
shearing events on his Sunday morning 
programme and most surprising was 
the number of people who would later 
remark that they heard the interview – 
people that one might not have otherwise 
regarded as fans or listeners to rural 
radio.

In an interview with Shearing twenty 
years ago, Kevin admitted he had only 
ever shorn one sheep in his life, ‘but had 
probably bought and sold a million of 
them’ in his day job as a stock agent for 
Wrightsons.
‘I	first	went	on	 the	road	as	an	agent	

in the King Country about 1970 and I 
also serviced the sheep and beef area 
in Raglan for 15 months. It wasn’t 
uncommon in those days for agents to 
help farmers at docking time, as a way 
of perhaps encouraging them to put their 
business through the company.

‘But you know, that smell of the 
shearing shed has never left me. I can still 
recall visiting that shed as a youngster, 
just like it was yesterday.’

Also a noted sports broadcaster for 
many years (rugby, cricket) on radio 
and television, Kevin died at his home 
in Hamilton on 7 November 2022, after 
a short illness. RIP, KP Hart.
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First shed
I had shorn some sheep in my own sweet way
On the farms that were mostly trees,
Where the four lean cows and the pig made play
Around the grass-grown hive of bees.

But I felt the call of the big slab shed
Far away where the Bush was gone,
Where	a	lad	could	sleep	on	a	good	chaff	bed
And feel he was ‘forging on.’

So I picked my mate and we rolled our swags
And we followed the old clay road
And that night swung down from our unshod nags 
Where the light from a lantern showed.

For the boss was there in his high gum-boots
To show us our bedroom high
In a loft that looked on some black pine roots
Piled up in the rain to dry.

But	a	bag	of	chaff	where	the	wind	came	through
And	a	hole	in	the	floor	plugged	tight,
Made a doss-house better than some we knew
So we settled in peace that night.

                       **********
Well our big bag slippers were safely bound
And we planted our shears in reach, 
While the boss and his sons came slowly round 
To wait on us – two to each.

Then my ‘old hand’ mate with an easy grace
Upended a hefty sheep,
And I watched the look on the boss’s face
And struggled my nerve to keep.

Then the door swung back and I ventured in
And watching my wary chance
Took a nearby leg and began to spin 
In the ‘amateur shearer’s dance.’

I could see those sheep were a well-fed kind
And active beyond all need,
But I brought her, trailing her legs behind
And centered my mind on speed. 

Oh I placed her square and I grabbed the blades
And	flattened	the	wool	aside
Though my eyes were dazed with the lights and shades
That showed on her heaving side.

But the sheep was there and I was there
And big as she was and fat,
Still my back must bend till her hide was bare
So I started – and that was that.

It was down the belly and round the leg
With everyone’s eyes on me!
Till I saw the grins coming down a peg 
And I knew that my soul was free.

It was up the neck and the blades went clean
And both of her ears were saved,
And the more I gathered those tongs between
The better that sheep behaved.

Oh she lay all sweet for the good ‘long blow’
So I carried it good and far,
Then I propped her up for the ‘last lap’ show
Down the side where the tallies are.

Well my mate was out with his third sheep now
He was clipping them clean and well,
But ‘twas ‘one for me’ and I mopped the brow
And reckoned that time would tell.

So we pulled them out and we set them straight
And hustled their wool away,
Till	with	five	and	fifty	gone	out	my	gate
I called it a fair-sized day.

                        **********
Many days went by and the sheep we shore
Were dotted about the hill,
And we daily tried for a few sheep more,
And managed to ‘foot the bill.’

And the sheep that weighed by the ton that day
Have dwindled a lot with time
And a word of hope comes along my way
As the long ‘tally hill’ I climb.

For the boss is kind, and he makes me think
Someday in the years ahead,
I may yet be free from the back-break kink
That	lives	in	a	lad’s	first	shed!

© George Dewar 1948. 
(New Zealand Farm and Station Verse 1850-1950
Whitcombe and Tombs Limited 1950. 
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By Emily Te Kapa
On 28 October 2022 Calingiri Shearing 
Contractors	 saw	 their	first	 all-women	
shearing shed operating at Minston 
Park, north of Bindoon, WA. A four-
stand shearing team as well as classer, 
rousy, presser and even sheep dog 
completed an all-female team, all of 
whom had been working for Mike and 
Jacqui Crowther for the ’22 Spring 
Season. The girls enjoyed a day on 
crossbred lambs, a far cry from the 
tough wheatbelt sheep they had become 
accustomed, which gave them a chance 
to	show	off	their	talents.	

The  shea re r s  i nc luded  Lo la 
Hutchinson of Auckland, Alexia 
Philips of Tamahere, Emily Te Kapa of 
Lochearnhead and Karolin Bünting of 
Germany. Though all the girls had in 
turn worked together at sheds during the 
season	this	was	the	first	day	they	could	
shear together. With varied careers and 
experiences, it was very interesting to 
see what spurred them.

Lola hadn’t come from a shearing 
background	but	left	Auckland	to	first	go	
to Taratahi and then study Ag Science 
at Massey University, rousying in her 
spare time. In 2021 Lola followed 
friend, Ramari (Bubbles) Rogers down 
to Southland where she met her partner 
Ben and Alexia who encouraged her 
to get on a shearing course and make 
the most out of the sheds. She recently 
achieved her first 200 on merino 
lambs in Calingari and has sights on 
an eventful shearing career with her 
partner. 

Karolin, a scholar with a Master’s 
degree in engineering, shore a few small 
flocks	for	neighbours	in	the	northwest	
of Germany. She enjoyed the lifestyle 
and the travel and after meeting Emily 
at the German Championships in 2017, 
somewhat rebelliously, accompanied 
her	to	start	her	first	full-time	shearing	
job for Paewai/Mullins Shearing, 
Dannevirke. Karolin is now on the 
official	German	 blade	 shearing	 team	
for the 2023 World Championships in 
Edinburgh.

Alexia found her passion for shearing 
whilst attending a cadetship on Otiwhiti 
Station, Hunterville. She had pursued a 
career in shepherding but enjoyed the 
competitive nature of shearing and the 
day to day feeling of accomplishment. 
She followed a friend to the Isle of Man 

where she worked for Daniel Creer, 
first	 full-time	 shearing	 job.	 Lexie,	 a	
very	prolific	shed	shearer,	is	currently	
travelling the world working seasonally 
in Ireland, Australia and New Zealand 
whilst also exploring Europe and other 
parts of Australia in between times.

Emily, the daughter of the late Joe 
Te Kapa, was born into the shearing 
industry but found her feet as a shearer 
when	 offered	 a	 stand	 in	 the	 Scottish	
Borders. Already having experienced 
travelling as a woolhandler straight 
from school, she found shearing 
seasonally second nature. She enjoyed 
the competition side of the most and 
the fraternity of the industry where 
you can connect with people over a 
shared passion. Emily is still travelling; 
competition shearing and has started 
a business aiming to help to connect 
shearers	 and	 shed	 staff	 to	 contractors	
all over the world. [Tiki Recruit, see 
page 57]

Classing for the day was Masterton 
born Pamela Hammond who captained 
the team with enthusiasm. Pam had 
come from New Zealand to Calingiri 
and worked for Mike and Jacque 
Crowther for 25 years. 

Wool handler was Rali Purnell, born 

Quacking Day in Calingiri, WA

in WA of New Zealand parents, her 
whole family have worked on the run in 
Calingiri her entire life. Rali, her sister 
and her mother all took time to travel 
working in the sheds to learn from other 
woolhandlers to bring experiences back 
to WA and together have bought their 
family home and are looking to buy 
more properties together.  

Sierra Andrews, a woolhandler of 
six years from Geraldton, pressed for 
the team accompanied by Dozer the 
crew’s  only bitch (canine). Sierra is a 
very keen shed worker, excited to travel 
and see the world with friend Lexie as 
a shearing-woolhandling duo. 

Contractor, Jacqui Corless-Crowther, 
came to encourage the girls bearing a 
beautiful Bindoon Bakery lunch and 
custom singlets to commemorate the 
day she’d been looking forward to since 
all the girls called for a job.

Mike and Jacqui Crowther run a busy, 
professional team centred in Calingiri, 
WA. Providing great accommodation, 
transport and rates, all the girls enjoyed 
their season at Calingiri Shearing 
Contractors, celebrating their version 
of a ‘Ducks on the Pond’ event and the 
end of their season together with a beer 
on the hour.

Above: Back left: Pamela Hammond, Lola Hutchinson, Alexia Philips, Emily Te 
Kapa, Sierra Andrews. Front Row: Karolin Bünting, Rali Purnell, Dozer. (Photo 
credit: Jacqui Corless-Crowther.)
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Kirkpatrick Shearing
Hawkes Bay

We’re looking for reliable shearers, woolhandlers 
and pressers for main shear mid-November to 1st 
February. Also winter shear, mid-May to mid-July.

Training will be available
Contact John Kirkpatrick or 

Raylene Kirkpatrick on 021 887 843
   kirkpatrickshearing@gmail.com

T k
recruitrecruit

T k
Are you looking for 
new sta� and 
enhance your team 
this mainshear? 
We can help you �nd 
professional sta� 
from all over the 
world to excel your 
run.

Are you currently 
working in the sheds 
and looking for new 
opportunities?
We can connect you 
nationwide and to 
contractors all over 
the world.

tikirecruit.com
NZ   (+64) 2102333172
AUS (+61) 460951907

Contact us today to �nd out more.

“It’s who you know.”
emilytekapa@tikirecruit.com

Facebook | Whatsapp | Instagram

Interested in a ‘Yellow Pages’ Listing?
Shearing magazine is about to enter its 35th year of 
existence, which is quite remarkable in itself. Its longevity 
is due to two factors – just four ‘owners’ in that time, and 
to the long-term loyalty of its advertisers – in the main our 
contractors and gear manufacturers. Without the advertisers 
there would be no magazine.

Some readers are feeling the loss of the printed magazine 
– it’s just not the same, they say, reading it on a computer 
or some other digital device. (Ah, don’t we know it!)

One deep thinker asked why it had to be free – why can’t 
you sell it to supplement the income from advertising and 
pay for the printing and distribution? 

Answer: ‘Sending out 5-10,000 invoices would be a 
logistical nightmare.’ 

Deep thinker: Get them to pay an annual subscription 
into your bank account and you send out magazines to all 
who pay. 

Answer: ‘The accountant and IRD need to know where 
the money is coming from, and from whom.’ 

But as with any small business (Shearing mag is 
definitely	a	small	business!)	ever-diminishing	income	is	
a problem while phone costs, power costs, travel costs, 
IRD charges etc., never do go down!

Now the most frequent sort of calls we receive from 
industry people are those seeking information about 
contractors in various parts of the country to whom they 
might call, seeking employment. Naturally, the only 
details we can give out are for those contractors that 
actually advertise in the magazine because we don’t have 
‘ready information’ on other operators around the country.

But if we introduced a ‘Yellow Pages’ type listing for 
contractors who don’t want to have a ‘big advert’ in the 
magazine, we could still provide a basic information 
service to those enquirers: name, phone contact, contract 
area covered. For example:

Contractor: Joe Bloggs
Phone Contact: 06 999 9999
Area: Lower North Island, Wairarapa, Manawatu
Contractor: Munchie Lynch
Phone Contact: 0299 000 0007
Area: North Otago, South Canterbury, Rakiura.
Interested in the idea? For a small annual fee to be 

discussed, we could do it! Email shearing magazine for 
further details.

shearingmag@xtra.co.nz

Wanting your family history written, 
researched or published?

Basic Ancestry researching also available
Contact Last Side Publishing Ltd and 

discuss some options. It might be easier 
(and cheaper) than you think!

Email: tewaewaebay@yahoo.co.nz
Mob 0274 833 465.
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Joy McCracken, blade shearer

Above: Blade shearer Joy McCracken in action 1979.

We continue our recent series of looking back at past shearing 
records, and this edition investigates the achievements of 
Joy McCracken from Rangiora, a pioneer in women’s blade-
shearing tallies. These stories are adapted from articles that 
appeared in The Press (Christchurch) in 1977 and 1979.
Joy to Behold in the Shed
If grit and determination count for something, then an 
accolade must go to Miss Joy McCracken, of Rangiora. Miss 
McCracken, who is only 19, yesterday took up a pair of blade 
shears and sheared 137 hill-country half bred hoggets in nine 
working hours.
For	her	effort,	she	claims	a	world	record	for	blade	shearing	

by	a	woman.	An	application	for	recognition	of	her	effort	will	
be made to the publishers of the Guinness Book of Records.

Miss McCracken is not a full-time shearer, but has practised 
while employed as a shed hand for the last three years with 
a North Canterbury gang run by Mr Allan Reid, of Rangiora. 
Her	first	full	day’s	shearing	was	last	Thursday	[15	September	
1977], when her tally was 109.

Miss McCracken worked yesterday in the shade of Mr RHM 
Johnston, of Ashley Gorge, and estimated that she would shear  
120 hoggets. She was well pleased with her tally of 137, which 
compares very well with the average tally for a man of 150 
to160. The powers of recovery enjoyed by youth were evident 
when Miss McCracken said after her shower that she had 
neither an ache nor a pain.

Her tally as a woman blade shearer seems certain to be a 
record	 in	New	Zealand.	Also,	her	effort	earned	her	$57.54,	
less tax.

Miss McCracken was ‘pretty tired’ when she tipped the 
last hogget through the porthole, but after a shower at the 
homestead she returned to the shed to tell those who had 
watched her that she would make a further attempt on her 
record another day.

The attempt at a record tally was watched by two shearing 
referees, and a Justice of the Peace. Miss McCracken began 
the day with an hour’s shearing between 6:00am and 7:00am. 
Then followed four two-hour runs separated by 25 minutes for 
morning and afternoon tea and 50 minutes for lunch.
(The Press, 23 September 1977.)
Woman’s feat as Shearer
Miss Joy McCracken, aged 21, of Rangiora, the world 
champion women’s blade shearer of ewes, set another world 
mark for blade shearing yesterday. At Sherwood Downs, near 
Fairlie, in South Canterbury, she sheared 225 well grown 
woolly Romney lambs in a nine-hour day before Wool Board 
officials.	It	was	a	feat	not	previously	recorded	as	having	been	
done by a woman. (The Press, 2 February 1979.)
Cut above the Boys
The fastest woman blade shearer in the world, Joy McCracken, 
of Rangiora, won the intermediate grade for blade shearers 
from	an	otherwise	male	field	at	the	Sefton	Sports	on	Monday,	
wearing a T-shirt and jeans, her usual shearing gear.

A week before that, she was a close second in the same 
competition at the Oxford Show, and before that again, 
she preceded Linda Jones across the Tasman to show the 
Australians how it is done. Like Miss Jones, the famous 

apprentice	jockey,	Joy	McCracken	was	the	first	woman	of	her	
profession to perform in Australia, and she too was the subject 
of media attention when she visited New South Wales in March 
to give shearing exhibitions.

She sheared in Sydney at Flemington Market as part of 
‘Farm Link’ – ‘They were trying to get through to city people 
that their milk and butter didn’t come out of a fridge’ – and at 
a station near the New South Wales border.

She ‘had enough of reporters’ during her 12-day visit 
there, she said yesterday. Among other publications, she was 
interviewed for the ‘New Idea’ woman’s magazine which 
is sold in New Zealand, and appeared on the Mike Walsh 
television talk show. Mr Walsh interviewed her as she sheared.

New Zealand was ‘far ahead’ of Australia in the number of 
occupations open to a woman, Joy McCracken said. There had 
been ‘absolutely no hassles’ when she began shearing in New 
Zealand three seasons ago, whereas in Australia, before she 
could pick up a pair of blades she had to join a union.
As	a	result	of	her	Australian	visit,	she	has	been	offered	two	

jobs in that country, but whether she takes them up will depend 
on the date of her return from a trip to the United States and 
Canada, where she is going for a holiday next week. She would 
like to do some demonstrations in the United States too, but so 
far she has not been able to make any contacts in this direction.

When she left Rangiora High School at 16 – ‘I enjoyed the 
sports at school’ – Joy did not really know what career she 
would take up, except that it would be outside – ‘nothing in 
an	office.’

She does not come from a farm – her father, now retired, had 
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a transport business in Rangiora – but she enjoyed working on 
a friend’s farm, and joined a shearing gang as a shed hand, just 
as an interim measure. However, she found that both the job 
and the hours appealed to her – six months a year working, six 
months	off,	with	plenty	of	time	to	travel,	and	she	stayed	on.	

It just happened one day that they were short of a shearer and 
‘they gave me a pair of blades’, and the day after that she sheared 
108 ewes. ‘It might take people weeks to do that many – even a 
whole season.’ Two days later she set a world record for female 
blade shearers – 137 ewes in a day. She was a natural.

For the past two seasons she has been shearing full-time, and 
this February she set another record - this time with lambs – 225 
in a day. She prefers blade to machine shearing because, even 
though ‘it’s old fashioned, it is much more relaxed; There is a 
better atmosphere in the shed, not so much noise.’
In	 speed	 there	 is	 not	much	difference	 between	 the	 two	

methods. She said that, depending on the type of sheep, some 
people would average about 200 a day on blades. She would 
do about 150 or 160 in an average working day.

Mr JB Williams, of Lyttelton, an administrator of the Lion 
All-Breeds New Zealand Shearing titles, said that in his 
opinion, two things accounted for Joy McCracken’s success: 
her build, and the interest taken in her progress by the present 
New Zealand blade champion, Peter Burnett, who works for 
the same employer as Joy in Rangiora.

‘If you noticed, she is a very strong girl with quite wide 
shoulders, which gives you a start in pushing the blade. It’s not 
like using scissors. You push the blade sideways, in a scything 
effect.	She	also	has	strong	wrists	and	arms	and	a	long	back	
which gets her into a much better position over the sheep. 

‘Peter Burnett noticed that she was quite good, and started 
training her. The more encouragement she got the better she 
became. She got it together at the weekend, (at the Sefton 
Sports) and she was a clear winner – the best time and the best 
job	on	the	fleece.’	(The Press, 18 April 1979.)

Tararua Shearing Ltd
Shearers and shedhands wanted. 

Must have good work ethics 
and be reliable.

Accommodation, meals and 
transport provided.

Work from mid-November to 
end of March.

Phone Rangi Manihera
Home 06 376 8096
Cell 027 386 8789

tararuashearing@xtra.co.nz
Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association

And then what happened?
Joy McCracken worked for contractor Allan ‘Chips’ Reid at 
Rangiora and in 1981 she married Michael ‘Mac’ Macpherson, 
from the Far North, who had been working in the MacKenzie 
Country. Between 1983 and 1990 they produced a family of 
four - Katie, William, Sandie and Samantha. 

The Macphersons moved to Australia in 1988 for what 
would prove to be a nine-year stay, where Mac helped manage 
the Yarram Park cattle stud at Willaura, near the Grampians 
National Park in Victoria.

Although Joy didn’t do any ‘professional’ shearing in 
Australia, she took part in many blade shearing competitions 
around Victoria, invariably the only woman among the 
competitors. Despite being outnumbered, she enjoyed a great 
deal of success and won many events.

The Macphersons moved back to New Zealand in 1996 and 
settled at Kaitaia, Mac’s home territory. Joy says she got called 
in to help out in local shearing sheds, but as a ‘rousie’ rather 
than a shearer and didn’t enjoy the work all that much! Mac, 
meantime, established a leather making, horse training and 
farrier business at Kaitaia (Mac’s Saddlery). 

Horses and eventing now provide Joy with her main 
recreational interests, especially following the fortunes of 
granddaughter Tamzyn (Sandie’s daughter) in the show-
jumping ring. Casual horse-trekking around the Far North is 
also a favoured family pastime.

And as far as we can establish, Joy McCracken’s solo ewe 
and lamb records have never been bettered, though the tallies 
are in the ‘pre-1983’ catergory under old rules.
Footnote: The information in The Press story of 18 April 
1979	about	 Joy	McCracken	being	 ‘the	first	woman	of	her	
profession to perform in Australia’ is not quite correct, for two 
Marlborough women, Jean and Margaret Hebberd, gave several 
demonstrations in Australia in 1962. Halina Ogonowska-
Coates in Boards, Blades and Barebellies (Benton Ross 
Publishers Limited 1987) published the photo below, and 
The Press carried a report from the New Zealand Press 
Association on 22 May 1962:  (To page 59)

Above: Margaret (right) and Jean Hebberd from Marlborough 
Sounds, pictured demonstrating their blade-shearing skills 
at a store in Sydney in 1962. They also gave a ‘three-minute 
demonstration of shearing’ at Kingsford Smith Airport for 
newspaper, television and airline representatives. They 
had been invited to Australia by the Moree Show Society 
which was that year celebrating its centennial and staged a 
competition for women shearers ‘on an international level’.
They were asked by the New Zealand Wool Board to take part.
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shearing), AG Garvie (Christchurch, 
Canterbury and Lakes District), J Daly 
(Timaru, Mackenzie Country), KA 
Brophy (Timaru, South Canterbury 
and North Otago), Rangi Te Maiharoa 
(Riversdale, Wallace County), Cooper 
Ami (Edendale, Southland) and J Gray 
(Mataura and districts).

The acting president of the New 

From the History Files
Shearing Contractors’ 
Association formed at 

Conference
(The Press, Christchurch, 28 July 1964)
Shearing contractors, representing 
all wool growing provinces in the 
country, unanimously agreed to form 
a New Zealand Registered Shearing 
Contractors’ Association at a special 
conference held in Christchurch during 
the weekend.

Mr. J Harrison, of Taihape, was 
elected chairman of a committee 
formed to further the work of the New 
Zealand association in all wool-growing 
provinces.

‘It is going to be increasingly 
important to do a better job in preparing 
our wool clip for presentation,’ Mr 
Harrison said. ‘By working in closer 
cooperation, the contractors feel they 
would do better work, bringing ultimate 
benefit	 to	 farmers	 and	 to	 themselves.	
This would assist the whole economy 
of the country, especially in earning 
overseas assets,’ he said.

The following committee was elected:
Chairman, Mr Harrison (Wellington 
province); committee, Messrs T Waretini 
(Hastings, Hawkes Bay), PN Hope 
(Blenheim, Nelson-Marlborough), 
EB Fitzpatrick (Blenheim, Central 
Otago), J Hart (Blenheim, high country 

Above: Jack Harrison, Taihape contractor 
and chairman of the first New Zealand  
Shearing Contractors’ Association 
establishment committee.

Zealand Workers Union, Mr WA 
Dempster, said last night that shearing 
contracting was known as a haphazard 
venture in the South Island. In the North 
it was very thoroughly organised.

Mr Dempster said shearers had tried 
for many years to get together, and 
this had been achieved for the first 
time this weekend. They realised that 
unless they tackled the shearing of wool 
professionally, and cut out loss and 
gave a guaranteed job, their position 
would deteriorate and they would be 
out of a job. 

‘As a registered incorporated society 
they will be able to give a guarantee 
to the country that they will do a good 
job, take care of the wool and present it 
properly,’ Mr Dempster said.

‘They have never before had anything 
tangible as a business. They work all 
their lives and have nothing to pass on.’

* * * * * *

‘Two sisters from New Zealand, 
Misses Jean and Margaret Hebberd, 
who work their own 300-acre farm in 
the Marlborough Sounds, gave a sheep-
shearing demonstration in a Sydney 
store today. They have been touring 
New South Wales country shows for the 
last week and their exhibition today was 
given as part of a wool show being held 
in the store. Both girls have shorn 100 
sheep a day in New Zealand, but Miss 
Jean Hebberd (pictured right) said they 
were only averaging 80 a day at present 
‘due to old age.’ ‘We were averaging 
the	 100	 a	 day	 five	 or	 six	 years	 ago,	
using hand shears, but since coming to 
Australia we have been using machine 
shears and have been converted to them. 
We will install them on our property as 
soon as we return home.’

Miss Margaret  Hebberd said, 
‘Australian shearers are definitely 
a rough lot – but no rougher than 
their New Zealand counterparts. 
Nevertheless, they are always perfect 
gentlemen when working with women 
in their sheds.’

Above: Margaret (right) and Jean 
Hebberd on their return from shearing 
demonstrations in Australia. ‘During 
the past two weeks they have not only 
seen a wide area of the state [Victoria] 
but brought to 99 percent of the people 
the art of shearing sheep with blades.  
And the fact that they were women 
shearers fairly captured the public’s 
imagination.’ (Ron Hebberd photo/
newsclip collection.)

The sisters had been working in a 
family shearing gang at least since 
1950, when Margaret, then 19, was 
mentioned in an Otago Daily Times 
story: An unusual shearing gang left 
Picton to begin operations at the 
Blue Mountains, on Marlborough’s 
East Coast. The gang comprises four 
members of one family, including two 
girls. One girl, Miss M Hebberd, of 
Onahau Bay, Picton, aged 19, can shear 
102 sheep a day and her sister, Miss G 
Hebberd, aged 17, has joined the gang 
as a cook. Mr D Hebberd, aged 24, 
can shear 160 a day and his brother, 
J Hebberd, aged 15, is the fleecer. 
The fifth member of the gang is Mr W 
Harvey, of Collingwood, who can shear 
just on 100 a day. Another member of 
the family, Miss J Hebberd, who has 
worked with one gang for the past two 
years, was not available this season.

After finishing operations in the 
Marlborough district, the gang plans 
to move into the Canterbury district.

* * * * * * 
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